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Abstract 

The evolution of technologies during the last few decades has an increasing impact on 

people’s everyday life. The implementation of self-service technologies (SSTs) is disrupting 

the nature of the service delivery from being interactions with employees to interactions with 

technology. Various types of these self-service technologies are emerging in multiple 

industries, which enables customers to choose according to their preferences of experience. 

While these technologies enable customers to become active participants in the experience 

and perform their own tasks, employees are also faced with this new technology which affects 

their work situation.  

 

This research aims at providing an indication of the impact of SSTs on employees and how 

these technologies influence customer experience. The study is a multiple-case study focusing 

on three technologies that have been implemented in three different companies, namely 

McDonald’s, Rekom, and Coop. The study utilizes data collected from qualitative interviews 

with one representative from each case company to gain insights into why the companies have 

decided to implement SSTs and how the SSTs can create value for both the companies, their 

employees, and the customers. Furthermore, the study utilizes data collected from two 

questionnaires: one towards employees to gain insights into their perceptions and attitudes 

towards the SSTs, and another towards customers to identify the perceived customer 

experience using the technologies. Through customer experience analysis, the study 

concludes that while the technologies are perceived as easy to use and have several benefits 

for the customers such as reduction of queues, the majority of customers still prefer the 

conventional alternative. Furthermore, the employees on the other hand are highly positive 

towards the SSTs, as they improve job performance, are easy to use, and provides them with 

more time to perform other necessary tasks which gives them more variance in their work. 

For the customers to adopt the technologies, it is suggested that companies should focus on 

clear communication of the advantages of using the SSTs, as successful SSTs will support 

value co-creation between all stakeholders.   
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Problem Area 

The rise of the internet and technological advancements during the last decades have changed 

consumers’ way of life and shopping behavior and have affected the way companies interact 

with their customers. As a result, companies within several different industries are heavily 

investing in technological solutions to meet the needs of their customers. Such technological 

solutions usually come in the form of self-service technologies. Self-service technologies are 

implemented to provide customers with more convenient ways to complete their tasks, as a 

way to increase the added value to the overall customer experience. These technologies 

change customers’ expectations from being direct interactions with employees to be 

interactions with technological systems, changing the nature of the service. The service 

encounters thereby depend on the implemented technology, which is responsible for meeting 

customers’ expectations and create a positive customer experience (Bitner et al., 2000) 

 

Self-service technologies are changing the service delivery and enable both customers and 

employees to obtain and provide improved, more efficient, customized services. Successful 

implementation of self-service technologies can help companies reduce costs, increase 

customer satisfaction and loyalty, and help reach new customer segments (Bitner et al., 2002). 

Implementation of SSTs also posit the risk of dissatisfaction among customers as SSTs affect 

the customer experience, where factors such as technology failure, poor design, and customers 

making mistakes are sources of dissatisfaction. An essential factor in customer behavior is 

waiting time, which affects the customer experience since long waiting time has a negative 

effect on service quality and thus customer satisfaction. If SSTs are successful in reducing 

waiting time it will have a positive influence on customer satisfaction. Another relevant factor 

in customer behavior is the level of personal interaction, which influences the level of trust 

and loyalty within customer relations (Lambert & Lee, 2008). Customer expectations towards 

SSTs depends on how useful it is for them, which is recognized through its ability to save 

time or money, its accessibility, and its superiority to other alternative service options (Bitner 

et al., 2002).  
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Current research on the implementation of SSTs and their impact on customer experience has 

usually focused on a specific type of SST or several SSTs within a single industry. However, 

there is little research on various forms of SSTs within different types of industries. A well-

known research on this was conducted by Meuter et al. (2000), who researched customers’ 

level of satisfaction/dissatisfaction among a wide range of SSTs. Similar to Meuter et al. 

(2000), this research will analyze different forms of SSTs within different industries, to see if 

it is possible to generalize the findings across industrial boundaries. Current research on the 

implementation of SSTs and their impact on customer experience has also usually been 

conducted mostly from a customer perspective. However, there is a lack of research 

concerning the impact of SSTs on employees. Employees within a servicescape are part of the 

social environment that influences customers’ overall experience. Therefore, any unfavorable 

impact that the implementation of SSTs may have on employees (e.g., fear of job loss and 

hence lower morale and satisfaction) could affect their interactions with customers and hence 

the customers’ experience itself. Thus, complementary to the direct effects of SSTs on 

customer experience, there may be additional effects through potential changes in employee 

satisfaction, attitude, and behavior (Verhoef et al., 2009). Researching SSTs’ impact on the 

customer experience in an employee perspective would be relevant to analyze how employee 

satisfaction influences customer satisfaction and thereby enabling co-creation of value for 

both companies and their customers.  

 

1.2. Research Question 

 

How do SSTs affect employee satisfaction and hence customer experience? 

 

1.3. Delimitations 

This research will be conducted exclusively within the Norwegian market. The technologies 

included in this research all exist within the physical surroundings of the servicescape. Hence, 

non-physical self-service technologies outside of the servicescape will not be taken into 

consideration. This is done to research the involvement of employees in the self-service 

customer journey. The types of SSTs chosen for this research are mobile self-scanning in 

supermarkets, self-order touch screens in fast-food restaurants, and mobile ordering in bars 

and nightclubs. The study will be conducted in the perspective of both customers and 

employees throughout.  
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2. Literature Review 

2.1. Self-Service Technology 

Over the last few decades, despite significant research surrounding service encounters, service 

quality provided to customers and their perceptions of service has seen a steady decline. The 

rise of the internet and technological advancements have changed consumers’ behavior and 

lifestyle, resulting in companies investing in technology in an attempt to improve service 

encounter experiences for customers. The implementation of such technology across a vast 

number of companies in various industries has resulted in literature concerning the 

technology’s effect on service encounters (Bitner et al., 2000).  

 

Service encounters are defined by Vorhees et al. (2017, p. 270) as: “any discrete interaction 

between the customer and the service provider relevant to a core service offering, including 

the interaction involving provision of the core service offering itself”. This definition includes 

encounters built into the core service provision as “moments of truth”, which are described as 

critical interactions between a customer and a company which form the customer’s overall 

impression of the company. Based on this definition, service encounters are the equivalent of 

the service as perceived by the customer, and therefore affects customer satisfaction. In the 

early research literature regarding the introduction of technology in service encounters, a 

limiting factor has been the focus on encounters within service industries. However, in 

today’s market, virtually all companies compete on customer service and service offerings 

(Bitner et al., 2000).  

 

An example of technologies being increasingly implemented in service encounters is the use 

of self-service technologies (SSTs). Self-service technologies are defined as “… technological 

interfaces than enable customers to produce a service independent of direct service employee 

involvement” (Meuter et al., 2000, p. 50). Similar definitions regarding SST’s can be found 

throughout the literature, where the general definitions tend to focus on the ability for 

customers to take part in the service delivery without the need for employee involvement. The 

literature argues that a major contributing factor to customer satisfaction with SSTs in this 

definition is its ability to customize the service offering (Bitner et al., 2000).  
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According to the literature, the most notable reason for companies to implement SSTs is their 

ability to reduce cost, while other prominent reasons are to increase customer loyalty, 

satisfaction, and the possibility to reach new customer segments (Bitner et al., 2002). For 

companies to implement SSTs that could accomplish these goals, it is important to 

contemplate the purpose of the SSTs from a customer perspective to help understand what the 

benefits of using the SSTs are for the customer and what the technology can help the 

customers achieve. This perspective is linked to the fact that the implementation of SSTs is 

usually to provide customer service and enable direct service encounters. Therefore, having a 

customer-oriented perspective is important to further the possibility to increase customer 

satisfaction (Bitner et al., 2002). 

 

2.2. Service Quality and Customer Expectations 

The use of SSTs has been present in the service delivery process over the last few decades, 

with examples of SSTs such as automated teller machines (ATMs), airport check-in 

machines, and pay-at-the-pump gas terminals have become normal in the marketplace (Bitner 

et al., 2002). The literature argues that while the concept of SSTs is not new, the importance 

of measuring and evaluating SSTs’ values provided to customers is increasing. This is 

because existing research on measuring service quality has mainly focused on e-services, 

while research on measuring service quality on SSTs within a physical environment is limited 

(Orel & Kara, 2014).  

 

Bitner et al. (2002) explain that customers’ expectations towards using SSTs concern its 

functions and how useful it is. Determinants of how useful SSTs are considered by customers 

include the technology’s ability to save customers time or money, that it is easily accessible, 

and that what it provides is superior to the interpersonal services option. The most prominent 

reason for dissatisfaction among customers regarding the use of SSTs is when they fail, both 

during the initial encounter and later in the service delivery process. When this occurs, the 

advantages of easy access and convenience are lost, resulting in the customer choosing to 

return to traditional service delivery options (Bitner et al., 2002). Other reasons for 

dissatisfaction and frustration among customers regarding the use of SSTs are when they are 

poorly designed and difficult to use, or when the customers themselves make mistakes in the 

process. Customers who are responsible for the failure in the use of SSTs may decide to avoid 

using the SST in the future.  
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The literature regarding customer expectations towards the use of SSTs and perceived service 

quality suggests that expectations in general concern the technology’s functionality in time 

consumption, that the technology requires low effort in use, that it is convenient and pleasant, 

and that the customer is provided with relevant information. (Bitner et al., 2002; Orel & Kara, 

2014). Additional factors that influence the perceived service quality are customers’ attitude 

towards, and adaption of new technology. These are based on the customers’ expectations 

towards the technology’s functionality and level of trustworthiness towards the technology 

and the company providing it (Curran & Meuter, 2005).  

 

Technology successfully implemented in the service delivery will function as an alternative to 

the traditional employee-customer service encounter and removes the service provider’s 

employees from the transaction and requires the customer’s involvement to transact the 

service as the customers themselves become part of the service delivery process (Curran & 

Meuter, 2005). While the literature argues that the service quality of SSTs can be increased 

through having a customer focus, employees must also be taken into consideration as they 

often still influence the level of customer satisfaction (Bitner et al., 2000). 

 

2.3. SST and Employee Interaction  

Most research regarding the use of SSTs has focused on its ability to enable customers to 

perform services without the need for employee assistance and how this changes the service 

delivery (Bitner et al., 2000; 2002; Curran & Meuter, 2005; Meuter et al., 2000). This change 

in the service delivery process has led to an enhancement of the Services Marketing Triangle 

as proposed by Parasuraman (1996). The former triangle has been modified to form a pyramid 

with technology representing the fourth point that depicts the service encounter as a dynamic 

relationship between customers, employees, and technology to explore how technology 

influences the interactions between an employee and customer, and situations where 

technology replaces the employee completely (Bitner et al., 2000). As the service delivery 

process is influenced by customers, companies and employees, successful implementation of 

SSTs relies on companies and their employees recognizing the benefits of the SST and its 

value-adding capabilities to the customer (Bitner et al., 2000).  
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The relevance of employees in the service delivery process has been discussed in the 

literature, as low wage, unskilled, non-value-added service jobs are bound to disappear due to 

increased use of SSTs (Fitzsimmons, 2003). However, Di Pietro et al. (2014) argues that 

employees’ attitude towards the implementation of SSTs is affected in the way that it can be 

seen as a threat as well as an opportunity. Di Pietro et al. (2014) researched the influence of 

SSTs on job performance in the retailing industry and argues that SSTs increase job 

performance and thereby employee satisfaction.  

 

Research has also been conducted to investigate customer needs for social interactions in 

relation to the need for human interaction to obtain quality in the service delivery process and 

argues that the need for human interaction is related to the personal value for customers. 

Research by Lee and Yang (2013) indicates that age, technology readiness, and technology 

acceptance are relevant factors defining the value of human interaction in shopping situations. 

Other factors discussed to have influence on the need for human interaction are 

trustworthiness, functionality, and user-friendliness of SSTs, but research in the area of SSTs 

in physical service encounters are limited.   
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3. Theoretical Framework 

3.1. Experience Marketing 

While experience has been central in 

marketing for several decades, the topic 

experience marketing is yet to receive 

substantial attention. However, the focus 

on experience marketing has increased 

following Pine and Gilmore’s (1998) 

theory of experience economy, which 

serves the basis of experience marketing. 

According to the theory by Pine and 

Gilmore (1998), experiences are the 

fourth economic offering as value has 

progressed from commodities to 

experiences. In their 1998 article, Pine 

and Gilmore state that “while 

commodities are fungible, goods 

tangible, and services intangible, experiences are memorable” (Pine & Gilmore, 1998, p. 12).  

 

When compared to the traditional marketing approaches focusing on products and services, 

experience marketing is a more creative and innovative approach to viewing marketing (Same 

& Larimo, 2012). Experience marketing and experiential marketing are used interchangeably. 

The difference between the two topics is that experiential marketing works as a tool for 

achieving a general understanding of a customer’s life situation, while experience marketing 

incorporates a broader field in the strategic view on value in relation to customer attitude. 

Thus, experiential marketing is seen as a part of experience marketing, which is used as a 

broader philosophy for the creation of value (Same & Larimo, 2012).  

  

Figure 1 – Same & Larimo (2012, p. 484) Conceptual 

Model for Experience Marketing 
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Same and Larimo (2012) introduced a conceptual model of experience marketing as shown 

above in figure 1. The model highlights four main components, named offering or stimulus, 

interactions between customer and company, experience and value co-creation (and 

behavior), and value output. Experience and value co-creation are the main sources of value 

for all stakeholders, hence customers, the company, and in some cases for society. Experience 

and value co-creation is the result of the customer journey and is created through three 

different components, such as interactions between the customer and the company, the 

elements of experience, and the level of experience (Same & Larimo, 2012).  

 

The interactions that take place between the customer and the company are defined as 

touchpoints. Various touchpoints can be found along the customer journey and can be 

visualized through the use of customer journey mapping. The offering constitutes what the 

company offers to the customer in the form of products and/or services, while the stimuli are 

something that generates experience components (Bustamante & Rubio, 2017). Offerings and 

stimuli initiate the interactions between the customer and the firm, and work as the starting 

point for value co-creation. How customers respond to the various stimuli are closely related 

to the elements of customer experience. Every customer’s experience is individual and 

different from other customers, and thus the essential elements differ in order to create 

meaningful experiences. However, the common experience elements lie within categories 

such as physical settings of servicescape, process, and technology, while the stimuli are the 

cognitive, emotional, physical, and social responses to these elements (Bustamante & Rubio, 

2017). Measuring how customers respond to various stimuli within the touchpoints can 

provide a holistic understanding of customer experience. Customer satisfaction with each 

touchpoint could also serve as an option of measurement. However, as satisfaction is limited 

to be either positive or negative, this form of measurement would create a one-dimensional 

view on the customer experience. The multidimensional view of the effects of stimuli on 

customer experience works as an indicator of what drives positive or negative customer 

satisfaction (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016; Bustamante & Rubio, 2017).  
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The basis for the research is the acceptance of the service-dominant (S-D) logic perspective 

on value creation. Vargo and Lusch (2004) describe how marketing has evolved from 

focusing on transactions of tangible goods as the main unit of exchange to a new dominant 

logic focusing on intangible resources, the co-creation of value, and relationships where 

service provision rather than goods is fundamental to economic exchange and value. Vargo 

and Lusch (2004) argue that the service-dominant logic states that value is always co-created 

between the firm and the customer and considers customers as operant resources who have 

capabilities of combining their skills, experiences, and knowledge in the co-creation process 

for the advantage of all actors involved (Vargo & Lusch, 2004).  

 

This study will execute customer journey mapping in order to identify the points of 

interaction between the selected case firms and their customers. Furthermore, elements of 

experience will be identified as a result of the touchpoint identification. This study will also 

analyze the impact of SSTs on employees’ work situation in order to determine the value for 

employees as a part of the value to the companies. This will be complemented by an analysis 

of stimuli effect in order to determine an indicated experience and value co-creation between 

the case companies, their employees, and customers. This study will not analyze the outcome 

of experience concerning value to society, as some of the presented technologies are 

reasonably new concepts and therefore have insufficient data concerning the impact on the 

broader society.  

 

3.2. Customer Journey 

The customer journey can be understood as the set of activities and interactions between a 

firm and its customers over time during the purchase cycle. The customer journey relates to 

but is different from customer experience, as customer experience constitutes the cognitive, 

emotional, behavioral, sensorial, and social responses from customers as a result of the 

interactions with the firm’s offerings. The customer journey identifies the points of interaction 

between the firm and its customers, while the customer experience is the customers’ response 

to these interactions (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016).  
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The customer journey aims to identify and understand the myriad possibilities and paths 

customers may take in order to complete their agenda. A well-known and frequently used tool 

to discover these paths is customer journey mapping, a visual depiction which serves the 

purpose of helping a firm understand the perspective of both their customers and the firm 

itself (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016). There are several ways of understanding and utilizing the 

customer journey. Thus, the following sections will introduce the customer journey approach 

with the chosen method of visualization and introduce the various types of touchpoints.  

 

3.2.1. Conceptualizing Customer Journey 

The use of customer journey differs between the various marketing disciplines. Within the 

experience marketing discipline, the customer journey is perceived as a tool used to explore 

customer experience (Same & Larimo, 2012). When using the customer journey as a tool to 

analyze the customer experience, most researchers utilize the concept of touchpoints. 

Touchpoints are known as the individual interactions between the firm and the customer at 

distinct points along the customer journey. Together the collection of these touchpoints along 

the customer journey, and how customers respond to these touchpoints, is what makes up the 

customer experience (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016). Lemon and Verhoef (2016) provides a 

visualization of their understanding of the customer journey process as shown in figure 2.  

 

The customer journey consists 

of all interactions between the 

firm, its brand, and the 

customer where the number of 

interactions determine the 

length of the journey. Lemon 

and Verhoef (2016) use 

touchpoints as examples of the 

various points of interaction 

between the brand and the 

customer. The authors divide the 

various touchpoints into three 

different phases, named pre-

purchase stage, purchase stage, and post-purchase stage. The model also shows that the 

current customer experience is influenced by previous experience and that any future 

Figure 2 – Lemon & Verhoef (2016, p. 77) Process Model for 

Customer Journey and Experience 
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experience is influenced by both the current and previous experience. Therefore, depending 

on the number of experiences the customer has with the brand, the customer journey can 

become circular.  

 

3.2.2. Purchase Phases in the Customer Journey 

As shown in the model by Lemon and Verhoef (2016) the customer journey can be 

conceptualized in three overall stages: pre-purchase, purchase, and post-purchase.  

 

The first stage, pre-purchase, constitutes all aspects of the various interactions the customer 

has with the brand before a purchase has been completed. This stage is where the customer 

engages in behavior such as need recognition, search, and consideration and becomes aware 

of the firm and its offerings. The pre-purchase stage encompasses the customer’s experience 

from the moment the customer recognizes a need, goal, or impulse until this recognition is 

considered satisfied through a purchase (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016).  

 

The second stage, purchase, constitutes every customer interaction with the brand and its 

environment at the moment of purchase. Such environments could be physical in-store 

environments or non-physical environments such as a website or app. During this stage, the 

customer engages in behaviors such as choice, ordering, and payment.  (Lemon & Verhoef, 

2016) 

 

The third and final stage, post-purchase, constitutes every customer interaction with the brand 

and its environment following the actual purchase. During this stage, the customer engages in 

behaviors such as usage and consumption, post-purchase engagement, and service requests. 

Recent research suggests that a trigger may occur during this stage that could either lead to 

customer loyalty through what is known as the “loyalty loop” where the customer considers 

repurchase and further engagement, or that the customer restarts the process by reentering the 

pre-purchase stage and consider alternatives (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016). 
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3.2.3. Types of Touchpoints in the Customer Journey 

Research suggests that different touchpoints can be identified throughout the customer 

journey. Lemon and Verhoef (2016) identify four categories of customer experience 

touchpoints: brand-owned, partner-owned, customer-owned, and social/external.  

 

Brand-owned touchpoints are all customer interactions during the customer journey that the 

firm designs, manages, and controls. These touchpoints are the most beneficial for the firm as 

they allow the firm to create stimuli that influences customer experience. While the firm 

benefits from being able to influence the customer experience through these touchpoints, it is 

not in total control of the experience as it is co-created with the customer. Examples of brand-

owned touchpoints include brand-owned media such as television advertising and websites, 

and brand-controlled elements of the marketing mix such as product/service attributes and 

employees (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016).  

 

Partner-owned touchpoints are all customer interactions during the customer journey that is 

jointly designed, managed, and controlled by the firm and one or more external partners. An 

example of such touchpoints could be interactions through a firm’s app, which has been 

designed and developed by a partner firm. The line between brand-owned and partner-owned 

touchpoints may be blurry, as a firm may create its own app (e.g., brand-owned) designed to 

work on both the Apple IOS and Google Android platforms, but any updates on these 

platforms may require the firm to update the app’s design. This shows how partners 

sometimes also influence brand-owned touchpoints (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016). 

 

Customer-owned touchpoints are customer actions during the customer journey that are 

independent from the firm, its partners, or others’ influence and control. An example of 

customer-owned touchpoints could be in the pre-purchase stage where the customer develops 

a need and decides how to fulfill this need. These touchpoints are most critical and common 

during the post-purchase stage when individual consumption takes place (Lemon & Verhoef, 

2016). 
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Socially or externally owned touchpoints are, similarly to customer-owned touchpoints, 

independent from the firm and its partners’ influence and control. These touchpoints 

recognize the roles of others in the customer journey, as customers are surrounded by external 

touchpoints. These external touchpoints may come in the form of interactions with other 

customers in the purchase stage, the social environment surrounding the customer, or social 

media and word of mouth (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016).  

 

3.2.4. Customer Journey Mapping 

Customer journey mapping entails identifying key touchpoints and distinct elements at each 

touchpoint relevant to various channels, which provides managers with a more thorough and 

in-debt insight into the entire customer journey (Stein & Ramaseshan, 2016). Customer 

journey mapping is a way to visualize the identified touchpoints that occur throughout the 

journey. There is no specific way of mapping the paths of the touchpoints, but it depends on 

the conceptual definitions behind the customer journey analysis. As this study researches 

various customer journeys during the use of SSTs present in physical environments, the 

customer journey mapping will mainly focus on the customer journey in the purchase stage.  

 

3.3. Customer Experience 

Creating a strong customer experience has become a leading management objective, as 

customers now interact with firms through myriad touchpoints in multiple channels and 

media, which results in more complex customer journeys (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016).  

3.3.1. Conceptualizing Customer Experience 

Customer experience is a result of the internal and subjective response customers have to 

direct or indirect contact with a firm (Meyer & Schwager, 2007). Experiences are created as a 

result of the encounters the customer has with the firm, where these encounters are also 

known as touchpoints (Bustamante & Rubio, 2017). Customer experience is viewed 

holistically and constitutes the component parts thoughts, emotions, reactions, social 

responses, and senses perceived in the presence of a stimulus (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016; 

Bustamante & Rubio, 2017). The components that together make up customer experience are 

all connected and complement each other as the experience develops, thus creating a 

multidimensional holistic view. More specifically, Lemon and Verhoef (2016, p. 71) define 

customer experience as “a multidimensional construct focusing on a customer’s cognitive, 

emotional, behavioral, sensorial, and social responses to a firm’s offerings during the 
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customer’s entire purchase journey”. Customer experience is a holistic construct which 

includes the customer’s internal responses to the service stimuli (e.g., cognitive, affective, 

physical) as well as the customer’s social interactions with other actors in the service 

encounter, in the form of service employees and other customers (Bustamante & Rubio, 

2017).  

 

It is argued that in order to create value, experiences must be memorable. Pine and Gilmore 

(1998) argue that a way to make experiences become memorable is to enable the customer to 

become an active participant of the experience and make them feel engaged in the process 

(Bustamante & Rubio, 2017). Therefore, a requirement for the customer experience to be 

successful is that the customer must perceive value from the experience with the service 

provider and account it as memorable. This is supported by the service-dominant logic, which 

argues that experiences are co-created through interaction which initiates value co-creation 

(Vargo & Lusch, 2004).  

 

Due to the focus of making experiences memorable through co-creation of value, firms aim to 

influence as many of the touchpoints along the customer journey as possible, since it allows 

them to display and reflect their value proposition to the customers throughout the journey. If 

the firms are able to reflect their key value propositions in their offerings successfully, it 

enables them to shape customers’ experience throughout the journey (Meyer & Schwager, 

2007). This study will adopt the In-Store Customer Experience scale (ISCX) developed by 

Bustamante and Rubio (2017), to gain a holistic view on customer experience of the various 

SSTs in the different industries. The model constitutes the forementioned components of 

customer experience, which will be further described in the following section. The methods 

used to test the model will be introduced in the method section.  

 

3.3.2. Components of Customer Experience 

As previously mentioned, customer experience constitutes four components. These 

components were first developed by Verhoef et al. (2009) and later adapted by Bustamante 

and Rubio (2017). The components that together make up customer experience are cognitive, 

affective, social, and physical experience. This study will adopt these components and accept 

Bustamante and Rubio’s (2017) distinction between social interaction with employees and 

other customers.  
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Cognition is described as the faculty used by individuals to process the information they have 

gained through perception, knowledge acquired, and subjective characteristics. As a result, 

this thought process is argued to be the first part of the experience followed by an emotional 

reaction to stimuli (Bustamante & Rubio, 2017). However, cognitive experience is not limited 

to the gain of knowledge (e.g., classifying, analyzing, and reasoning). Rather, it emerges from 

the mental responses to the environmental stimuli that engage customers creatively with 

firms. These mental responses include elements such as positive thoughts, ideas, or memories, 

among others (Schmitt, 1999). The term cognition is then understood as the result of 

processes that transform a person’s interactions into thoughts. The customer’s thinking 

becomes involved through interactions with products or services, the physical environment of 

the servicescape, or self-service technologies (Bustamante & Rubio, 2017).  

 

The affective system is understood as the various feelings experienced by the customer. Such 

feelings mainly concern emotions and moods. Affective responses vary in intensity, from 

slightly positive or negative moods to intense positive or negative emotions (Schmitt, 1999). 

However, in studying customer experience, it is more relevant to focus on emotions rather 

than on moods. This is because emotions are associated with an object that stimulates them 

and are more intense, while moods are not generally associated with an object that stimulates 

them and are lower in intensity (Bustamante & Rubio, 2017). Emotions signifies a mental 

state as a result of cognitive evaluations of events or thoughts and can lead to specific actions 

that reaffirm or come to terms with the emotion, depending on its nature and meaning for the 

individual (Bagozzi et al., 1999). 

 

The social aspect is closely related to the paradigm of service-dominant logic by Vargo and 

Lusch (2004) which views experience as individual, subjective, event-specific, and context-

specific. In other words, experiences are influenced by the surrounding context, meaning that 

physical surroundings and events can influence the subjective response to the experience. On 

this basis, the social context is understood as a component of customer experience. The social 

component is based on the quality and intensity of relationships that are created between the 

customer and other people who interact in a social environment. The people who interact with 

each other in a social environment can be divided into two categories: customer-customer and 

customer-employees. Customer-customer interaction is mostly relevant in the direct form 

when purchase of goods or services is happening in a group or a pair of people (Bustamante & 

Rubio, 2017). Customer-customer interaction in the indirect form can be the influence of 
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crowds in the servicescape. Research shows that perceived crowding has a negative influence 

on consumer evaluations of the shopping experience and can lead to emotions such as stress 

(Turley & Milliman, 2000). Thus, the social experience is argued to be closely related to other 

components of the experience. Customer-employee interaction differs slightly from the other 

social category. While customer-employee interaction is considered a contextual element, the 

firm has influence over this aspect as employees are seen as physical representations of the 

brand (Turley & Milliman, 2000). The cognitive, affective, and physical responses to 

customer-employee interactions are considered similar to customer-customer interactions, 

however, customer-employee interactions reflect directly back to the brand (Turley & 

Milliman, 2000).  

 

The physical component refers to the customer’s physiological responses to interactions 

within a specific environment (Bitner, 1992). These responses can be described as a state of 

well-being/comfort or lack thereof. Comfort is understood as a state of physiological pleasure 

and physical harmony between the customer and the environment. Physical experience of the 

environment with which the customer interacts can influence the customer’s emotions and 

beliefs about the environment, thus it relates to other components of the experience 

(Bustamante & Rubio, 2017). 

 

3.3.3. Elements of Experience 

Customer journeys tend to have multiple ways of unfolding, as the customers interact with a 

myriad of different touchpoints. To develop an understanding of the customer journey and 

how customer experience is influenced during this journey, it is vital to identify touchpoints 

and create paths (Hogan et al., 2005). When discussing customer experience within a physical 

environment, it is inevitable to include sensory responses to this environment as a direct 

influence on the physical state of the customer experiencing the journey. Hence the 

servicescape has a direct influence on the experience (Kent, 2007). When technology is 

utilized as a tool or channel during the journey it becomes a part of the physical elements 

influencing the experience. Stein and Ramaseshan (2016) has identified seven elements in 

which the various experience touchpoints can be placed in order to gain an understanding of 

the overall experience and of each individual touchpoint. These seven elements are shown 

below in table 1. As customer experience is the result of a subjective perception of a situation 

within a specific context, it can be difficult to measure. However, it is possible to gain a more 
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extensive understanding of the entire customer journey by mapping and identifying the 

essential elements of each touchpoint (Stein & Ramaseshan, 2016). This study will adapt the 

most relevant elements in order to analyze the touchpoints within the customer journeys of the 

case companies in question. The purpose of using these elements is to identify possible value-

creators and pain points within the touchpoints. 

 

3.4. Service Design 

Service can be difficult to define as the explanation of service relies on the context in which it 

exists. Bitner et al. (2008) explain service as any type of service offering provided for 

customers or in co-creation customers, and that it includes an interface between a firm and its 

customers. These interfaces with customers can be interactions with technology or 

interpersonal interactions. The difference between service and physical products is that 

services are dynamic. Services will unfold through a chain of steps over time which can be 

viewed as the process nature of services. By viewing service as a process, the chain of steps is 

what makes a service functional and effective (Bitner et al., 2008).  

 

3.4.1. Servicescapes and Atmospheric Stimuli 

In contrast to physical products, services are produced and consumed simultaneously. This 

means that the consumer of the service is often experiencing the total service within the 

service provider’s physical environment. The physical place where services are produced 

cannot be concealed for the customer, as the customer is “in the factory”. Thus, the physical 

place is likely to have a strong influence on the customer’s perception of the service 

experience (Bitner, 1992). The design of a physical place is related to the concept of 

servicescapes, which is defined as a built environment (i.e., the manmade, physical 

surroundings) (Bitner, 1992). The built environment (servicescape) is able to influence 

customer behavior and affects responses towards stimuli within an experience. Therefore, the 

design of a physical space influences the customer perception of a brand. Through the design 

of a servicescape, the firm is able to activate customers through stimuli that evokes responses 

within different senses (Kent, 2007). These responses to stimuli within the servicescapes are 

Table 1 – Stein & Ramaseshan (2016, p.12) Definitions of the touchpoint elements 
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generated from atmospheric variables. Such atmospheric variables do not only affect 

customer behavior but are also relevant in how customers evaluate the servicescape, thus they 

are a part of creating the customer experience (Turley & Milliman, 2000). Along with 

atmospheric stimuli, there is also a human factor which affects shopping experiences. The 

human factor in this sense relates to social interactions that occur during the experience which 

provide stimuli. Customers’ responses to these social interactions affect their behavior and 

overall experience. The human factor constitutes both employees and other customers within 

the servicescape where both are possible parts of the customer experience. This is supported 

by Tombs and McColl-Kennedy (2003) who state that people act according to the 

surroundings in which they exist. 

 

Bitner (1992) presents a typology of service organizations based on variations in form and 

usage of the servicescape, namely vertical and horizontal servicescape dimensions. The 

vertical dimension refers to which individual is performing actions within the servicescape. 

This can be the customer, the employee, or a mix of both. On one extreme is the “self-

service” organization where there are few employees present and the customers are 

responsible for performing activities. On the other extreme is the “remote services” 

organization where there are few or no customers present in the servicescape, and sometimes 

also little employee involvement. In between these two extremes there are “interpersonal 

services” where both customers and employees are present and performing actions within the 

servicescape (Bitner, 1992). The horizontal dimension refers to the complexity of the 

servicescape and is distinguished between lean and elaborate environments. Lean 

environments are very simple, with few elements, spaces, and forms. In contrast, elaborate 

environments are very complicated, with many elements and forms. Elaborate environments 

demand a high degree of interpersonal interaction, while simple lean environments usually 

have little to no interpersonal interaction (Bitner, 1992).  

 

In the above section of the theoretical framework for this study, the most relevant theories and 

definitions have been reviewed to connect those who complement each other in the best way 

and that are most relevant for this study. The focus on service design and serviscapes during 

this study will mainly focus on exploring the influences of the SSTs within the physical space. 

Employee – customer and customer – customer interactions are also highly relevant in the 

analysis of the research question.  
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3.5. Technology Acceptance Model 

The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) is a theory describing how users accept and use 

technology, by proposing two factors that affect how technology is used, namely perceived 

usefulness and perceived ease of use. The two factors influence the user’s attitude, behavior, 

and intention to use a specific technology. The theory was first developed by Davis (1989), 

but further relevant extensions of the theory were developed by Venkatesh (2000), Venkatesh 

and Davis (2000), and Venkatesh and Bala (2008). In the original article where TAM was 

developed, Davis (1989) hypothesized that the two factors perceived usefulness and perceived 

ease of use are fundamental determinants of user acceptance (Davis, 1989, p. 319).  

 

Perceived usefulness is understood as the degree to which an individual believes that using a 

specific technology will enhance their job performance. A technology scoring high in 

perceived usefulness is one where the user believes in a positive use-performance relationship 

(Davis, 1989). Perceived ease of use, on the other hand, is understood as the degree to which 

an individual believes that using a specific technology will be free of effort. In this context, 

effort is understood as a finite resource that an individual allocates to activities they are 

responsible for. A technology perceived to require less effort to use is more likely to be 

accepted by users (Davis, 1989).  

 

Perceived ease of use is influenced by perceived usefulness, based on the assumption that the 

easier a technology is to use, the more useful it will be. Therefore, the two factors have 

mutual influence (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). In the original study by Davis, a more 

significant finding was the relative strength of the relationship between perceived usefulness 

and usage compared to the relationship between ease of use and usage. The study shows that 

there is a stronger relationship between perceived usefulness and usage, as users adopt a 

technology primarily because of the functions it can perform, and secondarily because of how 

easy it will be to get the system to those functions (Davis, 1989). The usage of new 

technology and early perceptions of ease of use is especially influenced by motivation and 

emotions, where motivation is conceptualized as computer playfulness and emotions is 

conceptualized as computer anxiety (Venkatesh, 2000). 
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The first extension of TAM was a study by Venkatesh and Davis (2000) with the purpose of 

explaining perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use in relation to social influence 

processes and cognitive instrumental processes. The study resulted in an extension of the 

original model, known as TAM2 (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000, p. 186). In this extension, it is 

shown that these two forms of processes both influence user acceptance. The social processes 

are related to subjective norms, voluntariness, and image, while the cognitive processes are 

related to job relevance, output quality, and perceived ease of use. These processes extend the 

original model and shows that subjective norm has a direct effect on intentions to use a 

system. The study concludes that the influence of social processes on usefulness decreases as 

users gain direct experience with a technology over time (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000).  

 

The second extension of TAM was a study by Venkatesh and Bala (2008) known as TAM3. 

The focus of this research was on employees’ adoption and use of technology in work 

situations, with the purpose of investigating the understanding of IT-implementations, e.g., e-

commerce and electronic communication systems (Venkatesh & Bala, 2008). The results of 

this study reveal that experience moderates the effect of computer anxiety related to perceived 

ease of use. In other words, increased experience decreases the effect of computer anxiety. 

This is because a person with experience with the usage of a system or technology tends to 

have a more accurate perception of the effort required for usage. These results are consistent 

with previous TAM theories and further supports that experience moderates the effect of 

computer anxiety by weakening the effect through increasing experience in usage. 

Simultaneously, the effect of perceived ease of use towards perceived usefulness increases 

with the experience in usage (Venkatesh & Bala, 2000).  

 

The research by Venkatesh and Bala (2008) also suggests various interventions that can help 

users adopt the new technology. They classify the interventions into two categories, namely 

pre-implementation and post-implementation interventions. The pre-implementation phase is 

characterized by stages leading to the actual implementation of a system, e.g., initiation, 

organizational adoption, and adaptation. The post-implementation phase is characterized by 

stages that follow the actual deployment of the system, e.g., user acceptance, routinization, 

and infusion (Venkatesh & Bala, 2008). As this research includes case companies that have 

already implemented various SST solutions, the focus will be on post-implementation 

interventions.  
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Post-implementation interventions are organizational, managerial, and support activities that 

take place following the deployment of a system, in order to increase the level of user 

acceptance of a system. Such interventions can be crucial to help employees endure the initial 

shock and changes regarding this new system. As employees start using new systems, they are 

likely to experience substantial changes to their job characteristics, work processes, routines, 

and habits. Some employees may react favorably to these changes while others might 

perceive these changes as a threat to their well-being, and as a result try to avoid the new 

system. As a countermeasure, post-implementation interventions should make employees feel 

that the new technology is an opportunity to increase their job performance, and that they 

possess the abilities and resources to use the technology without effort. Examples of post-

implementation interventions include employee training, organizational support, and peer 

support (Venkatesh & Bala, 2008).  

 

Training has been suggested as one of the most important post-implementation interventions 

when it comes to user acceptance and system success. Venkatesh and Bala (2008) suggest that 

the role of training is of great importance in the context of complex systems that are more 

central to employees’ work life. An example of a such complex system could be SST. As 

SSTs are more likely to invoke negative reactions from employees due to their disruptive 

nature, providing proper training interventions can mitigate these negative reactions and help 

employees form favorable perceptions towards these SSTs (Venkatesh & Bala, 2008). 

Organizational support refers to various activites, both formal and informal, and functions that 

assist employees in using a new system efficiently. Organizational support come in various 

forms, such as providing necessary infrastructure, creating dedicated helpdesks, hiring system 

and business process experts, and sending employees to training efforts outside of the 

organization. Organizational support includes both internal and external experts who can help 

users deal with the complex nature of the new systems as well as business processes. Thus, 

organizational support can play a key role in determining perceived usefulness and perceived 

ease of use for the employees (Venkatesh & Bala, 2008, p. 300).  

 

Peer support entails the various activities and/or functions performed by coworkers that could 

assist an employee in how to use a new system effectively. Venkatesh and Bala (2008) 

suggest three intervention actions that can influence the determinants of perceived usefulness 

and perceived ease of use, namely formal or informal training, direct modification or 

enhancement of the system, and joint modification or enhancement of work processes. First, 
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peer support in the form of formal and informal training can enhance users’ understanding of 

a system, thus users may get from their peers on job relevance, output quality, and result 

demonstrability of a system. Second, direct modification or enhancement of a system will 

increase job relevance, improve output quality, and reduce anxiety related to the use of the 

system. Finally, peer support may also influence subjective norm and image associated with 

using a system. This is because if some employees are favorable towards the system, it is 

likely that it will influence other employees to form favorable perceptions towards the system 

through social influence processes (Venkatesh & Bala, 2008).  

 

As both customers and employees are considered as users of the SSTs, the Technology 

Acceptance Model (TAM) is relevant to analyze in relation to the customers’ and employees’ 

adoption of the technologies. In order for both customers and employees to accept these new 

technologies, they should be perceived as useful and easy to use. It is also relevant to analyze 

post-implementation interventions made by the case companies, as these interventions 

influence employee perceptions towards the new technologies and may enhance employee 

satisfaction and overall service quality output.   
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4. Methodological Approach 

4.1. Philosophy of Science 

Philosophy of science concerns the researchers perceived understanding of methods, 

foundations, and insinuations of science and is therefore understood as the reflective process 

of research. During the last four decades, the central concepts of philosophy have changed as 

the popular concepts are no longer understanding knowledge to be solely logical, but rather 

dependent on the researcher’s subjective interpretations (Delanty & Strydom, 2003). 

Philosophy of science constitutes three areas of knowledge and how to obtain it. These areas 

are ontology, epistemology, and methodology. Ontology concerns the question of the nature 

and form of reality and what is there to be known about it. Essentially it concerns how 

knowledge can be known and what can be known about the truth. Epistemology concerns the 

question of the nature of the relationship between the researcher and the knowledge obtained 

or that can be obtained. Finally, methodology concerns the question of how the researcher 

goes about finding knowledge. This includes how and what methods the researcher can use to 

obtain the required knowledge (Guba & Lincoln, 1994).  

 

This study accepts the constructivist paradigm of philosophy of science. The constructivist 

paradigm approach intends to understand the world of human experience and suggests that 

reality is socially constructed (Mackenzie & Knipe, 2006). The ontological view of 

constructivism understands that knowledge is dependent on multiple social realities, which in 

turn depend on the individual and existing knowledge that the individual has to obtain. Thus, 

the paradigm argues that social reality can change as the individual gains more knowledge 

(Guba & Lincoln, 1994). The epistemological view of constructivism understands that the 

researcher and the research object are interactively linked so that the findings of the research 

is created as the research proceeds, meaning that knowledge is co-created between the 

researcher and the research object (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). The methodological view of 

constructivism understands that the knowledge can only be obtained through interaction 

between and among the researcher and the research object (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). A 

researcher using the constructivist paradigm approach is most likely to use qualitative 

research methods and analysis, or a combination of both qualitative and quantitative methods 

also known as mixed methods. Quantitative data can be utilized in a way to support or expand 

upon the qualitative data (Mackenzie & Knipe, 2006).   
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4.2. Research Method 

The underlying purpose of this research is to gain insights into the effects of various SSTs on 

employee satisfaction and work situation, and the customer experience that these SSTs create. 

In line with the constructivist paradigm, the study will utilize both qualitative and quantitative 

research methods. The use of qualitative methods is to gain an understanding of how the case 

companies perceive the effects of their implemented SSTs and how they create value for both 

the firm, its employees, and the customers. Furthermore, the research will supplement the 

qualitative data with quantitative data from the perspective of both employees and customers, 

in order to determine if there is a correlation between the information that the firms provide 

and the reality of employees and customers. Overall, the research qualifies as qualitative 

research due to its explorative purpose (Bryman, 2016). The combination of qualitative and 

quantitative methods is consistent with the philosophical standpoint of the constructivist 

paradigm.  

 

Furthermore, as indicated by the constructivist paradigm, the research results are constructed 

through the social reality of the researcher. Thus, it is accepted that the researcher holds 

subjectivity in the interpreted truth of knowledge. Qualitative research is highly influenced by 

the context of the situation as it is often conducted in social settings, which can affect the 

results of the research (LeCompte & Goetz, 1982). Another critical concept of qualitative 

research is the continuous description and grounds of choice (Bryman, 2016). As the data 

collection and its analysis is based on the researchers own interpretations, it is necessary that 

qualitative research state reasoning for interpretation and grounds of choice. The general 

concepts of qualitative research are taken into consideration throughout the research. 

 

4.3. Reliability and Validity 

To evaluate the data collected in this study, reliability and validity are criteria of influence as 

they are related to establishing the quality of the research (Bryman, 2016). Within qualitative 

research, there is a fragmented theoretical view on reliability and validity as criteria of 

quality, because of the difference from quantitative research where both concepts have more 

actual relevance. This especially concerns validity which due to its definition is more closely 

linked to measurement, which is in a higher degree more relevant to quantitative research than 

for qualitative research (Bryman, 2016).  
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Within reliability, there is a distinction between internal and external reliability. Internal 

reliability refers to the degree to which other researchers who have been given a set of 

previously generated constructs would match the constructs with data in the same way as the 

original researcher. External reliability refers to the issue of whether other independent 

researchers within the same or similar setting would discover the same phenomena or 

generate the same constructs. In qualitative research, external reliability is complex to 

evaluate due to the high level of personal and contextual affection of the data. As qualitative 

research usually is conducted within social settings, the degree of replication is influenced by 

the situational context, which makes it difficult to replicate a study within a similar context 

(LeCompte & Goetz, 1982).  

 

Validity concerns the accuracy of the scientific findings. Establishing validity requires 

determining how effectively the conclusions represent empirical reality and assessing if the 

constructs devised by the researcher is representative of categories of human experience that 

occur. Similar to reliability, there is a distinction between internal and external validity. 

Internal validity refers to the degree to which scientific observations and measurements are 

authentic representations of reality. External validity refers to the degree to which such 

representations compare legitimately across groups (LeCompte & Goetz, 1982). As an 

alternative to reliability and validity, quality in qualitative research can be evaluated by 

authenticity and trustworthiness. Within trustworthiness there is credibility and transferability 

which work as parallels to validity, and dependability which works as a parallel to reliability 

(Bryman, 2016). 

 

4.4. Applied Methods 

4.4.1. Strategy of Analysis 

The strategy of analysis in this research is based on the grounded theory approach. This 

approach has become one of the most widely used frameworks for analyzing qualitative data 

and was first founded by Glaser and Strauss (1967) in the book “The Discoveries of Grounded 

Theory: Strategies for Qualitative Research”. Grounded theory qualifies as an inductive 

approach as the conceptual basis of grounded theory is that theory or concepts emerge from 

the data collection. The results from the data depend on the perspective and interpretation of 

data of the individual researcher, as it understands the researcher as a subjective individual 

(Bryman, 2016). This research utilizes the grounded theory approach which recognizes 
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existing theory on the research subject to be the researcher’s knowledge prior to the start of 

the research, which is used as a sensemaking tool during the interpretation of the collected 

data.  

 

4.4.2. Thematic Analysis 

Thematic analysis is a relevant approach used to analyze qualitative data by coding the data 

set (Bryman, 2016). The thematic analysis approach has been chosen as it is suitable for 

analyzing the semi-structured interviews through the use of coding and categorization of the 

interview transcription.  

 

Analyzing data by using the thematic approach is not identified by a unique set of techniques 

but the main point is to analyze data sets by searching for themes (Bryman, 2016). In the use 

of thematic analysis, the general idea is to construct an index of central themes and subthemes 

which are then represented in a matrix. The themes and subthemes consist of motifs that occur 

in the text that are then linked to the data, thereby creating a pattern. The themes and 

subthemes are derived by thorough reading and rereading which makes a transcription highly 

beneficial (Bryman, 2016). To identify themes in the transcription, themes are defined as 

categories identified by the researcher through data related to the research and relevant to the 

research question. Even though a large amount of people interviewed might say the same 

thing, it does not necessarily mean it warrants being considered a theme. The purpose of 

thematic analysis is therefore to identify codes or themes that can provide a theoretical 

contribution in relation to the focus of the research (Bryman, 2016).  

 

4.4.3. In-Store Customer Experience Measurement 

Within customer experience research, there is at this moment in time yet to be found an 

overall approved measurement approach in marketing practice (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016). 

This research will utilize a model developed by Bustamante & Rubio, known as the In-Store 

Customer Experience scale (ISCX). The basis of the constructed scale behind the model is 

described as a defined structure of customer experience and its content, namely cognitive, 

affective, social, and physical experiences (Bustamante & Rubio, 2017).  
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The ISCX scale is based on the theoretical construct of holistic customer experience 

understanding by Schmitt (1999) and Verhoef et al. (2009). The choice of measurement 

model is based on the differences between the terms service experience and customer 

experience (Bustamante & Rubio, 2017). Service experience is restricted to concern the 

customer experiencing the service provided. On the other hand, customer experience involves 

both direct and indirect forms of interaction between the customer and the store (Bustamante 

& Rubio, 2017). As this research, similar to the one by Bustamante and Rubio, will be 

analyzing the customer as an active participant during the experience, the use of the term 

customer experience serves the best fit. An alternative measurement model could be the 

SERVQUAL scale by Parasuraman et al. (1988), but as this scale utilizes the service 

experience definition and thus excludes interactions between the customer and the firm, the 

ISCX model is the better choice.  

 

Bustamante and Rubio (2017) identify in the ISCX scale five components that equalize 

overall perceived in-store customer experience. These components consist of cognitive, 

affective, social, and physical responses, where the social component is separated by social 

interaction with customers and social interaction with employees. These components or 

variables are constructs of the items asked in the third section of the conducted questionnaire 

towards customers. The original model uses structural equation modeling (SEM) to test and 

depict relationships among observed variables, in this case the five components that make up 

in-store customer experience. To create a structural equation model, a researcher must use a 

software such as R Studio in order to identify the relationships between the variables to then 

further identify how each variable influence customer experience. Due to encountered 

difficulties regarding the use of R Studio, this research will not conduct structural equation 

modeling and thereby not be able to indicate how the different constructs relate to each other 

and measure customer experience. Instead, this research will analyze the raw data from 

section 3 of the questionnaire by looking into the individual items of the ISCX scale and the 

results thereof, which is argued to still provide insights into how the different components 

influence customer experience.  
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4.5. Research Design 

4.5.1. Multiple-Case Study Design 

This study revolves around a multiple-case study researching three different organizations. By 

comparing two or more cases the researcher is in a better position to establish the 

circumstances in which a theory will hold or not. Furthermore, the comparison itself might 

suggest concepts that are relevant to an emerging theory (Bryman, 2016). The three case 

companies are used as examples of SSTs in different industries, in order to determine if it is 

possible to generalize the findings across industrial boundaries. These cases can be 

categorized as representative based on two rationales. Firstly, the cases are chosen because 

they exemplify a broader category in which they are a member. Second, because they allow 

the researcher to examine key social processes (Bryman, 2016). The case companies were 

chosen because they all have implemented various forms of SSTs, which is relevant as this 

research is conducted to investigate the impact of these SSTs on employee satisfaction and 

customer experience. Data regarding the three case companies was collected through 

interviews with one representative from each company, and through the respective company’s 

website.  

 

4.5.1.1. Case Study 1 

McDonald’s is one of the largest restaurant chains in the Norwegian market, with 73 

restaurants throughout the country and with a yearly revenue of over 2 billion NOK. 

McDonald’s in Norway employs over 3100 employees and has been for several years in a row 

been on the podium of the “Great Place To Work” awards (McDonald’s, 2020). McDonald’s 

in Norway is operated by a Nordic company called FoodFolk, which is the franchisee of 

McDonald’s in the Nordics, namely Norway, Sweden, Denmark, and Finland (Appendix 1.1., 

3-5). The SST chosen for this particular case is the self-order touch screens in McDonald’s 

restaurants. This SST was first implemented in 2017 at McDonald’s Alnabru in Oslo (P4, 

2016). The SST allows customers to order and pay for their desired products through several 

touch screens located in front of the normal cashiers. The system is also supported by 

McDonald’s own app, where customers can generate special offers over time and add to their 

order by scanning a QR-code located on their phone.  
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4.5.1.2. Case Study 2 

Rekom is Scandinavia’s largest nightlife group which operates more than 120 bars and 

nightclubs across Denmark, Norway, and Finland, with 33 venues in Norway. Rekom was 

founded in 2007 in Copenhagen, Denmark, and today the company employs over 3000 

employees across Scandinavia. The venues operated by Rekom include both stand-alone 

concepts as well as popular chain concepts (Rekom, 2021). Rekom in Norway started using 

an SST known as Ordr in 2020, due to the outbreak of Covid-19. After bars and nightclubs 

were able to reopen in the summer of 2020, Rekom implemented the Ordr system in their 

venues to help customers maintain social distancing between each other. The system works as 

a QR-code found on every table that is scanned by the customer through their own phone, 

which then opens the bar’s menu. From the menu the customers choose their desired products, 

and the transaction takes place before the products are delivered to the table by an employee 

(Appendix 1.2., 136-141). 

 

4.5.1.3. Case Study 3 

Coop is the second largest retail company in the Norwegian market, with more than 1200 

stores divided by five supermarket store chains and two hardware store chains. Coop stores 

are located all over the country and employs 28.000 employees. Coop Norway is owned by 

1,9 million people through memberships in one of Coop’s 64 cooperatives, where Coop 

shares their profits with their members (Coop, 2021). Out of Coop’s assortment of 

implemented SSTs, this case will focus on Shop Express. Coop launched Shop Express 

already in 2001, making Coop the first retailer in Norway to implement such SSTs. Shop 

Express allows customers to scan their products through a hand-held scanner located in the 

store, which enables them to complete their shopping without the need to wait in line at the 

cash register. Instead, customers scan the products as they go and pay in a separate register. 

This SST was further improved in 2020 when Shop Express was launched as its own app, 

where customers can scan products with their own phone instead of the hand-held scanner. 

Shop Express is only accessible for Coop members, and members using Shop Express gain 

access to discounts and offers (Appendix 1.3., 10-13). 
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4.6. Data Collection 

The empirical data for this study is collected using two types of research methods. First, a 

qualitative method is used in the form of three semi-structured interviews, with one 

representative from each case company in order to gain insights into why these companies 

decided to implement such technologies and the perceived value it creates. Second, a 

quantitative method is used in the form of two surveys. The first survey is conducted to 

explore employees’ perspective of the SST implemented in their company, and the second 

survey is conducted to explore a customer-centric view of the customer experience these SSTs 

create.  

 

4.6.1. Semi-Structured Interviews 

Semi-structured interview refers to a context in which the interviewer has created a series of 

questions in the general form of an interview guide which forms a guideline for topics or 

subcategories the interviewer seeks to touch upon. In addition to the questions prepared in 

advance of the interview, the interviewer usually has some latitude to ask further questions in 

response to what are seen as significant replies. In this interview form, the interviewer asks 

open-ended questions that are useful for exploring new areas or ones in which the researcher 

has limited knowledge, which allows the respondent to answer in their own terms (Bryman, 

2016).  

As seen in Appendix 1.4, the questions prepared in advance of the interviews were 

categorized into different topics concerning the topic of the interview and put into order in the 

form of an interview guide. All questions in the interview guide were asked in all three 

interviews, though some additional follow-up questions were asked in response to the 

respondents’ answers in order to gain more elaborated answers. Due to the ongoing Covid-19 

pandemic, all interviews were conducted online through various online meeting platforms, 

such as Microsoft Teams and Google Meet. An advantage of conducting online interviews is 

that they are cheaper and quicker to administer as interviewers do not have to spend a great 

deal of time and money travelling between respondents (Bryman, 2016).  
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4.6.2. Survey – Online Questionnaires 

This research gathered data through surveys in the form of two online questionnaires. The 

first questionnaire was targeted at customers of the three case companies who had used the 

SSTs provided by the companies. The second questionnaire was targeted at employees of 

each case company. The aim of the survey targeted at customers was to gain insights into 

customer perceptions regarding the various SSTs and the customer experience that they 

create. The aim of the survey targeted at employees was to determine the level of satisfaction 

regarding the SSTs implemented at each case company, and if there was a correlation between 

the information provided by the key people at each company and the employees’ perceptions 

towards the SSTs. The purpose of conducting web-based surveys was its ability to possibly 

gather a large number of respondents within a short time frame and to obtain a wide variety of 

respondents according to demography.  

 

The surveys contained only closed questions without the ability to add further comments or 

elaborations considering the desired method of measurement. Another advantage of 

conducting a web-based survey was the ability to divide the questions into separate sections 

which allows respondents to only see a group of connected questions at a time. Furthermore, 

dividing questions into different sections allowed respondents to proceed to the next section 

only if they had answered all questions in the current section (Bryman, 2016).  

 

Both questionnaires were performed in Norwegian due to the scope of the research and the 

focus on the Norwegian market. The questionnaire towards customers was shared as a link on 

Facebook, which was further shared between contacts on the platform, residing in several 

different cities in Norway. As the link was shared on Facebook, information regarding the 

research and the SSTs in focus was presented, requiring that only respondents that had prior 

experiences with the SSTs could answer the questionnaire. Within the first 24 hours, the 

questionnaire had gained 343 respondents, and within the first week the number of 

respondents stagnated at 404 respondents. The questionnaire was closed after three weeks, 

which resulted in a final number of 408 respondents in total, where 178 respondents had used 

the self-service touch screen at McDonald’s, 59 respondents had used the QR-code system at 

bars/nightclubs operated by Rekom, and 170 respondents who had used Shop Express at 

Coop. 
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The questionnaire towards employees was a bit more difficult to gain respondents for. At the 

end of each interview with the case companies, the respondents were asked concerning the 

possibility of aiding in sharing the questionnaire with their employees. The respondents from 

McDonald’s and Rekom were positive towards the idea and were able to help with sharing the 

link to the questionnaire. The respondent from Coop explained that he was not in a position 

where he could make that decision and suggested another contact in Coop that might help. 

The other contact was contacted by email and was also positive towards the idea and would 

help gladly. The survey was shared with the representatives from each company as a link, 

which was further distributed to the employees. The questionnaire was active for almost four 

weeks, which in the end resulted in a total of 120 respondents, divided between 43 

respondents from Rekom, 45 respondents from McDonald’s, and 32 respondents from Coop.   

 

4.7. Data Analysis 

The purpose of the data analysis is to examine the collected data from the interviews and 

online questionnaires before employing it to the analysis of the study in order to answer the 

research question. The following section will go through and examine the separate parts of the 

data collection to convert the raw data into useful information (Bryman, 2016).  

 

4.7.1. Semi-Structured Interviews 

The purpose of conducting semi-structured interviews with a relevant employee from each 

case company was to gain insights into the decision making behind the implementation of 

SSTs in each company. Furthermore, the purpose was to investigate how the companies 

perceives and defines the potential value in their respective SST, for the company, its 

employees, and customers. The first part of the coding process was identification of codes 

related to the theoretical framework. These codes also served as the foundation for the 

prepared areas of interest before the interviews were conducted. The codes were viewed as 

reflecting importance in relation to the focus of the research, and identified as: self-service, 

technology, customer experience, customer journey, satisfaction, value proposition, and 

behavior. The second part of the coding process took place after the interviews were 

completed and transcripts were produced. The transcripts were read, and through a second 

rereading, repeated words were noted and then counted in order to range the words in order of 

repetitions. The most repeated words were related to the theoretical codes, which resulted in 

the identification of words of relevance.  
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In the interview with McDonald’s, words of relevance were identified as: customer (12), 

technology (6), variety (4), employee (3), and customer journey (3). The final step in the 

coding process resulted in the identified themes in Table 2: 

 

Themes Technology Change Management Value Proposition 

Sub-themes - Technology used globally 

 

- Constant development 

 

- Generate deals through app 

- Training of employees 

 

- More dynamic work tasks 

 

- Employee retention 

 

- Improved service level 

- Less prefabricated food, better quality 

 

- Reduction of queues 

 

- Increased time for decision making 

 

- Personalized product offers 

 

- Increased production efficiency 

 

 

 

In the interview with Rekom, words of relevance were identified as: customer (22), employee 

(19), system (14), technology (6), and QR-code (6). The identified themes are presented in 

Table 3:  

 

 

  

Themes Technology Change Management Value proposition 

Sub-themes - Co-creation with 

technology provider 

 

- Improved product offerings 

with data 

 

- Sales reports 

 

- Improved inventory 

overview 

 

- Improved distribution of 

employees among workstations 

 

- Resource optimalization 

 

- Employees as technology 

educators 

- Better overview of products 

 

- Customizable products 

 

- Elimination of queues 

 

- Less perceived waiting time 
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In the interview with Coop, words of relevance were identified as: customer (33), scan (25), 

employee (13), value (9), and self-service (3). The identified themes are presented in Table 4: 

 

Themes Innovation Technology Change 

Management 

Value Proposition 

Sub-themes - Different than 

competitors, competitive 

advantage 

 

- Both stationary and 

mobile solution 

 

 

 

 

 

- Several options 

of payment 

 

- Coop in control 

of functions and 

design 

 

- Constant 

development 

 - Training of 

employees 

 

- Employee retention 

 

- New job positions 

 

- More dynamic work 

tasks, improved 

ergonomics 

 

- More time spent on 

floor/in warehouse 

 

- Convenience 

 

- Less time 

consumption, avoid 

queues 

 

- Membership offers 

 

- Increased shopping 

efficiency 

 

 

 

4.7.2. Survey – Online Questionnaires 

The surveys conducted towards both customers and employees were created and shared 

through the survey system Google Forms. This system was chosen due to prior experience 

and its user friendliness. Google Forms provides the results from the data collection in 

structured visualizations and graphs, which allows the user to gain a general overview of the 

data and the number of respondents within each question. This option was used in the analysis 

of both questionnaires, namely Appendix 2 and 3.  

 

The questionnaire towards customers was completed by 408 respondents. All questions in the 

questionnaire were demanded to be answered in order to complete and send in the 

questionnaire. As the survey was distributed, respondents were informed that they should only 

complete the questionnaire if they had previous experiences with the SSTs in focus. Questions 

in section 2 and 3 of the questionnaire towards customers are utilized as items and measured 

on a Likert scale from 1 to 5, where 1 is understood as strongly disagree, 2 as disagree, 3 as 

neither nor, 4 as agree, and 5 as strongly agree. To ensure normality in the data set, a random 

variable was inserted to perform a regression creating a normal probability plot.  
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The normal probability plot indicates a relatively normal dataset. The residual plot on the 

other hand indicates that the dataset might have a few outliers. One outlier was identified in 

the dataset, as one respondent had only answered “strongly agree” to all questions. This 

outlier was then removed from the dataset, creating a total of 407 respondents of the questions 

in the questionnaire. The data result from section 3 of the questionnaire serves as the 

foundation of the ISCX scale. The remaining sections are used to analyze customer 

preferences, customer expectations in various relations, and technology acceptance.  

The questionnaire towards employees was completed by 120 respondents. Similar to the 

questionnaire towards customers, all questions in the questionnaire towards employees were 

demanded to be answered in order to complete and send in the questionnaire. Also, the 

questions in section 2 of the questionnaire are utilized as items and measured on a Likert scale 

from 1 to 5. To ensure normality in this data set as well, a random variable was inserted to 

perform a regression creating a normal probability plot. 

 

 

 

The normal probability plot indicates a normal dataset, while the residual plot immediately 

identifies one outlier with a significantly low score compared to the other respondents. This 

outlier was removed from the dataset, creating a total of 119 respondents of the questions in 

the questionnaire.   

Figure 3 – Data Analysis Customers, Own Creation (Excel, 2021) 

Figure 4 – Data Analysis Employees, Own Creation 
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5. Findings 1 – Customer Journey Mapping 

During the customer journey, the customer encounters various touchpoints through the three 

stages of purchase. As previously mentioned, these encounters are known as touchpoints, 

which are defined as the individual interactions between the firm and the customer at distinct 

points along the customer journey. The collection of touchpoints along the customer journey, 

and how customers respond to them, is what makes up the customer experience (Lemon & 

Verhoef, 2016).  

 

In the following section, this research will present an analysis of each case company’s 

customer journey through customer journey mapping. The analysis will include a comparison 

between the conventional customer journeys and the new customer journeys as a result of the 

implementation of the various SSTs in each case company. The main focus will be on the 

touchpoints that occur within the servicescape, as the primary differentiation between the 

conventional customer journey and the customer journey with SSTs occur within the physical 

surroundings of the servicescape where purchase takes place.  

 

5.1. The Conventional Customer Journey 

5.1.1. McDonald’s 

In a conventional customer journey in a McDonald’s restaurant, the first touchpoint the 

customer encounters is the physical environment of the restaurant. The physical environment 

of the restaurant is categorized as an atmospheric touchpoint element (Stein & Ramaseshan, 

2016). The physical surroundings include variables such as the restaurant layout, signs, and 

displays. The physical environment influences customer experience as it affects how the 

customer perceives the brand (Kent, 2007). The next touchpoint the customers may encounter 

is queuing in front of the cash register. Queuing is categorized as a process touchpoint 

element. Customer-customer interaction in the indirect form can be the influence of crowds in 

the servicescape such as queuing, which has a negative influence on consumer evaluations of 

the experience and can lead to emotions such as stress (Turley & Milliman, 2000). The next 

touchpoint comes in the form of employee-customer interaction, where the customer orders 

the desired food through direct communication with a cash register employee. During this 

encounter, the customer also pays for the food, which becomes a touchpoint. Payment 

becomes a touchpoint where the possible payment options influence the customer journey. 

After the customer is done ordering, the customer steps out of the queue and is faced with the 
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next touchpoint which is the waiting time that occurs as the customer waits for the food to be 

prepared. Waiting time is categorized as a process touchpoint element interaction as it is a 

process the customer takes in order to achieve a particular outcome, which in this case is 

waiting for the food to be prepared (Stein & Ramaseshan, 2016). While waiting, the customer 

can see their order and when it is ready for pickup on a display next to the cash register. After 

the food has been prepared, the next touchpoint is picking up the food from the cash register 

where employee-customer interaction might occur. The next step in the journey depends on 

the customer making the choice to either eat in the restaurant or bring the food for takeaway. 

If a customer decides to bring the food home, this becomes the final touchpoint within the 

servicescape. If the customer decides to eat in the restaurant, the final touchpoint is with the 

physical environment as the customer attempts to find an available table. During this 

touchpoint, indirect customer-customer interactions might also take place if the restaurant is 

full of other customers and finding a free table is difficult. (Stein & Ramaseshan, 2016).  

 

5.1.2. Rekom 

The customer journey in bars and nightclubs operated by Rekom can be difficult to determine, 

as every bar or nightclub is different in terms of the physical environment. However, this 

analysis will include a general overview of the touchpoints that might occur during the 

purchase stage within any bar or nightclub.  

In a conventional customer journey in a bar or nightclub, the first touchpoint occurs outside of 

the venue where the customer encounters a security guard or employee. The purpose of this 

encounter is to check the customer’s identification to see if the customer is of age to enter. As 

this touchpoint involves interaction between an employee and the customer, it is categorized 

as an employee-customer interaction. Then, as the customer enters the bar or nightclub, the 

next touchpoint becomes the physical surroundings of the servicescape, which as previously 

mentioned is categorized as an atmospheric touchpoint element. Next, the customer is likely 

to locate the bar area, where the next touchpoint occurs. This touchpoint may come in the 

form of queues in front of the bar, which is categorized as a process element. While in the 

queue, similar to McDonald’s, waiting time becomes a touchpoint (Stein & Ramaseshan, 

2016).  
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When the customer has moved in front of the queue, the next touchpoint is identified as 

employee-customer interaction, as the customer orders the desired drink through direct 

communication with the bartender. After the order is placed and the customer waits for the 

drink to be served, the next touchpoint becomes the payment transaction. After the customer 

has received and paid for their product, the final touchpoint is identified as customer-customer 

interaction as the customer browses through the venue to find a place to sit (Stein & 

Ramaseshan, 2016). As bars and nightclubs are usually highly social environments, customer-

customer interactions are very likely to occur and influences the customer experience.  

 

5.1.3. Coop 

In a conventional customer journey in a Coop supermarket, the first touchpoint occurs when 

the customers enter the store and encounters the physical environment, containing variables 

such as the store layout, placement of products, and arrangement of shelves, signs, and 

displays. These touchpoints in the combination with the price of products, have a general 

influence on the customer’s decision-making process (Kent, 2007). As the customer browses 

through the store, the customer encounters further touchpoints regarding the assortment of 

groceries which have an influence on the customer’s choices and behavior. A supermarket 

with a well-assorted range of groceries makes it more likely for the customer to complete the 

purchase in the supermarket as it reduces the need to visit other supermarkets for the needed 

groceries (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016). Further, as the customer browses the store, it is likely 

that the customer will experience social encounters, both in the form of service employees and 

other customers, which becomes the next touchpoints. Employee-customer interaction is 

likely to occur when the customer has need for guidance or help, while customer-customer 

interaction is likely to occur as the customer is finished collecting groceries and moves to the 

cash register to pay for the groceries. Here, customer-customer interaction is identified in the 

form of queues, which is the next touchpoint categorized as a process element. When the 

customer is in the front of the queue, the next touchpoint is employee-customer interaction as 

the customer puts the groceries on the conveyor belt for the employee to scan. Then, the next 

touchpoint is payment, where the customer can choose to pay by card or cash. Finally, after 

the customer has paid, the final touchpoint becomes the packing of the purchased groceries 

before the customer leaves the supermarket.  
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5.2. Customer Journey Using SST 

5.2.1. McDonald’s 

Locating the self-service touch screen in the restaurant is the first touchpoint in the 

McDonald’s SST customer journey and qualifies as a brand-owned touchpoint (Appendix 1.1, 

35-37). This touchpoint is inevitable as it is the only way to start the self-service process. Due 

to its vital role in the experience and that the touchpoint is categorized as a brand-owned 

touchpoint, McDonald’s can influence the customer perception by the service design 

concerning the positioning of the touch screen.  

Browsing the touch screen menu is the first interaction with the SST and thus the first 

interaction in which the customer actively takes part in creating their self-service experience 

(Appendix 1.1., 36-37). This touchpoint can be identified as being a partner-owned 

touchpoint, as it is the technology provider which delivers the technology and designs its 

functions. However, McDonald’s has influence over the screen’s look and design, as it is 

developed according to the firm’s specifications (Appendix 1.1., 30-32). Therefore, both the 

technology provider and the firm influence the technology, which can affect the customer’s 

perception of its ease of use.  

Scanning the QR-code (Possible Touchpoint) located on the app, is only a possible touchpoint 

as it depends on if the customer has downloaded the app or not. Through the McDonald’s app, 

customers can generate special offers over time which can be transferred to the customer’s 

order on the touch screen by scanning a QR-code found on the app (Appendix 1.1., 37-38). As 

the app is developed by an external technology provider, it qualifies as a partner-owned 

touchpoint.  

Payment becomes the next touchpoint and varies slightly from the conventional customer 

journey. When using the self-service touch screens, the only method of payment is by credit 

card as cash is not accepted by the SST. As paying by card happens through the SST, it 

qualifies as a partner-owned touchpoint.  

The next touchpoints depend on if the customer chooses takeaway or to eat in the restaurant 

(Appendix 1.1., 38-39). If the customer chooses takeaway, the next touchpoint is identified as 

order display (Possible Touchpoint) which is a screen located next to the cash register where 

the customer can see their order number, which displays if the order is being produced and 

when it is ready for pickup. As the screens are part of the servicescape within the restaurant, it 

qualifies as a brand-owned touchpoint. While waiting for the order to be produced, interaction 
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with other customers becomes a touchpoint. This is a social/external touchpoint, thus the firm 

has no influence on the experience. When the order is ready, picking up the food (Possible 

Touchpoint) becomes the next touchpoint. During this touchpoint, employee-customer 

interaction occurs as the customer is handed the food by an employee. Therefore, the 

touchpoint qualifies as a brand-owned touchpoint, as the firm has the ability of influencing the 

experience of the touchpoint through the employees.  

If the customer chooses to eat in the restaurant, being served the food by an employee 

(Possible Touchpoint) is the final touchpoint (Appendix 1.1., 39-42). Similar to picking up the 

food, this touchpoint qualifies as a brand-owned touchpoint, as the firm is able to influence 

the experience through the employees.  

A visualization of the difference between the conventional customer journey and the new 

customer journey using the SST at McDonald’s is provided in Figure 5: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 – Customer Journey Map McDonald’s, Own Creation. 
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5.2.2. Rekom 

The first touchpoint in the SST customer journey of bars and nightclubs operated by Rekom is 

the same as in the conventional customer journey and is identified as checking identification 

of the customers before they can enter. This touchpoint includes employee-customer 

interaction and thus qualifies as a brand-owned touchpoint. 

The next touchpoint is identified as escorting customers to a table, which is also identified as 

an employee-customer interaction, as the employees bring the customers into the venue and 

finds an available table for them to use (Appendix 1.2., 134-138). During this touchpoint, the 

employees also explain the QR-code system and how it works, and the QR-code with 

instructions is also located at each table. As the employees function as educators of the 

technology and are able to deliver direct service to the customers and thereby influence the 

customer experience, this touchpoint qualifies as a brand-owned touchpoint. However, it is 

important to note that this interaction is not necessarily a touchpoint directly linked to the 

SST, but rather a touchpoint that occurs due to the Norwegian government’s regulations of 

social distancing which requires people to keep distance to other people.  

Scanning the QR-code to access the product menu is the first interaction with the SST and 

thus the first interaction where the customer is actively engaged in creating their self-service 

experience. This interaction qualifies as a partner-owned touchpoint, as the technology 

provider “Ordr” designs the website where the menu is located and the QR-code itself. 

Therefore, the technology’s ease of use depends on the technology provider, which can affect 

the waiting time before the customer is able to order.  

Payment of products occurs through a variety of payment options, such as through Vipps 

which is the Norwegian equivalent of MobilePay, or by adding the credit card information 

directly into the Ordr website. Thus, the payment qualifies as a partner-owned touchpoint. In 

some situations, a payment problem can occur which forces the customer to pay through a 

bank terminal provided by an employee (Appendix 1.2., 163-166). These situations can occur 

if the payment does not go through with Vipps, or if the customer has a foreign credit card 

which is not accepted by Ordr (Appendix 1.2., 157-161). Therefore, payment options 

influence the customer experience.  
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While the customer waits for the products to be served, a possible touchpoint is identified as 

order time information, which is a function in the Ordr system where the employees can write 

a message to the customer explaining when the product can be expected to be served, which 

has the ability to reduce perceived waiting time for the customer (Appendix 1.2., 258-260). 

As the message is delivered through a function in the Ordr system, it qualifies as a partner-

owned touchpoint.  

The next touchpoint is identified as being served the drinks by an employee and includes 

employee-customer interaction as the drinks are served to the customer’s table by an 

employee (Appendix 1.2., 139-141). As the employees are able to deliver direct service to the 

customer which influences the customer experience, the touchpoint qualifies as a brand-

owned touchpoint.  

After the drinks have been served, the final possible touchpoint is identified as quality rating, 

which entails that customers can provide feedback on the product or service through the Ordr 

system (Appendix 1.2., 145-148). As with the other technological interactions, this also 

qualifies as a partner-owned touchpoint. Then when the customers want more to drink, they 

continue to order through the Ordr system, and the process is repeated.  

A visualization of the difference between the conventional customer journey and the new 

customer journey using the Ordr system is provided in Figure 6: 

 

 

  

Figure 6 – Customer Journey Map Rekom, Own Creation 
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5.2.3. Coop 

After the customer has entered the supermarket, locating the barcode to begin the scanning 

journey qualifies as a brand-owned touch point (Appendix 1.3., 70-74). This touchpoint is 

inevitable as it is the only way to start the self-scanning process. As the touchpoint is brand-

owned and as it has a vital role in the experience, Coop can influence the customer perception 

through service design concerning the positioning and design of the Shop Express sign.  

Scanning the barcode to begin the mobile self-scanning is the first interaction with the SST 

and thus the first interaction where the customer actively takes part in creating their self-

service experience. The customer actions during this interaction depends on if the customer 

wants to use the handheld scanner or the app. If the customer uses the handheld scanner, 

he/she must first scan their membership card on the Shop Express terminal and then use the 

handheld scanner to scan the barcode. If the customer uses the app, they access their 

membership card on the app and then scan it in the terminal, before scanning the barcode to 

start shopping (Appendix 1.3., 71-76). As both solutions are developed by a technology 

provider, they qualify as a partner-owned touchpoint.  

Grabbing a bag and packing of groceries are only possible touchpoints that occur at a 

different time than during the conventional customer journey. They are only possible 

touchpoints as the customer might not always buy many products that needs to be packed in a 

bag. As the customer does not have the opportunity to pack their groceries from a conveyor 

belt, the packing must be done continuously as the customer scans the products (Appendix 

1.3., 77-79). While the touchpoint of grabbing a bag is a brand-owned touchpoint, the packing 

of the bag is a customer-owned touchpoint. The bags availability and location in the store is 

only influenced by Coop, hence it depends on stock and positioning in the servicescape. The 

continuous packing of the bag during the journey qualifies as a customer-owned touchpoint as 

Coop does not have any influence on how often or when the process is performed (Lemon & 

Verhoef, 2016).  

While price labels have the same relevance for the customer whether or not they use Shop 

Express, barcode labels for products becomes a touchpoint of its own during the customer 

journey. As the customers themselves are responsible for scanning the products, they need 

barcodes to do so. The barcodes visibility in store are determined by Coop and thus qualifies 

as a brand-owned touchpoint.  
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Scanning of products is done through either the Shop Express terminal or through the app by 

actively pressing the scan button every time a new product needs to be added. As the app and 

its functions is designed by an external technology provider, it qualifies as a partner-owned 

touchpoint. However, instructions on how to use the technology which can only be influenced 

by Coop, might affect on the customers’ perceived ease of use.  

As the Shop Express terminal or app is in constant use throughout the journey, customers can 

continuously see pricing and delete products on the terminal or app screen. Similar to the 

scanning of the products, it is a partner-owned touchpoint as the provided technology and its 

design influences the interaction.  

Navigating through the store and the assortment of products are not different from the 

conventional journey, and both touchpoints are influenced by Coop as they depend on the 

design of the servicescape and logistics. While navigating through the store, direct or indirect 

interactions with other customers is an inevitable touchpoint. This is a social/external 

touchpoint which Coop has no chance of influencing. The experience of this touchpoint is 

influenced by socially related stimuli such as noise from other customers.  

Similar to the beginning of the in-store journey, before the customer can pay for the products, 

they have to scan a barcode to finish shopping, hence locating the check-out barcode and 

scanning the check-out barcode becomes touchpoints. Locating the barcode is a brand-owned 

touchpoint, as the location of the barcode depends on the service design, while scanning the 

barcode is a partner-owned touchpoint. Also, if the customer uses the handheld scanner, they 

have to scan their membership card in a Shop Express cashier where they also put their 

scanner in a docking station (Appendix 1.3., 80-82). If the customer uses the app, they scan 

their membership card on the app.  

When the customers are by the cashiers and are ready to pay, a security check becomes a 

possible touchpoint. The possibility of a security check is something the customers must agree 

to in order to use Shop Express, which is performed to see if the scanned products are correct 

(Appendix 1.3., 91-95). As the security check is performed by an employee, the touchpoint is 

a brand-owned touchpoint.  
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The payment of products in the journey can be completed through several payment options. 

The customer can choose to pay by credit card, or through the app using Coop’s payment 

function known as CoopPay (Appendix 1.3., 66-67). Thus, the touchpoint qualifies as a 

partner owned touchpoint.  

Finally, the last touchpoint that occurs is scanning the receipt barcode, which performed by 

the exit gates of the Shop Express checkout (Appendix 1.3., 84-85). The gates with the 

scanning function are delivered by an external technology provider, which makes it a partner-

owned touchpoint.  

A visualization of the difference between the conventional customer journey and the new 

customer journey using Shop Express is provided in Figure 7: 

 

 

Through the customer journey analysis, it is evident that when companies implement self-

service technologies, the customer journey is changed when compared to the conventional 

journey. New touchpoints appear, while existing touchpoints are changed or removed entirely. 

As this happens, some pain points in the conventional journey might disappear, while new 

pain points may occur as a result of the implemented technology. The touchpoints and 

possible pain points will be further discussed in relation to elements of experience in section 

6.1.  

 

  

Figure 7 – Customer Journey Map Coop, Own Creation 
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6. Findings 2 – Customer Experience 

6.1. Experience Elements 

The customer experience is a result of customer responses towards various touchpoints that 

customers interact with during the customer journey. Stein and Ramaseshan (2016) has 

identified seven different elements in which the customer experience touchpoints can be 

classified. These elements are identified as atmospheric, technological, communicative, 

process, employee-customer interaction, and customer-customer interaction (Stein & 

Ramaseshan, 2016, p. 8). In the analysis of the customer experience related to the various 

SSTs, not all of the identified experience elements are equally relevant. Therefore, only the 

elements with the most substantial influence on customer experience regarding SSTs have 

been chosen for the following analysis. The elements with the most substantial influence on 

customer experience are understood as the elements containing touchpoints with opportunity 

for value creation and touchpoints with a risk of containing pain points.  

 

The first element with substantial influence on customer experience is atmospheric elements, 

defined as physical factors and surroundings the customer encounters and observes during 

interactions in the customer journey, which occur in both the in-store environment and digital 

channels (Stein & Ramaseshan, 2016). The second element with substantial influence on 

customer experience is technological elements, which is defined as the direct interactions the 

customer has with any form of technology during the customer journey (Stein & Ramaseshan, 

2016). As seen in section 5.2, technology in the form of SSTs creates multiple touchpoints 

that the customer encounters during the customer journey. Therefore, technological elements 

are highly important elements of influence. Another element with substantial influence is 

process elements, which is defined as several steps or actions customers will need to take or 

perform in order to achieve an outcome such as purchase (Stein & Ramaseshan, 2016). 

Process elements contain touchpoints such as waiting time, which as previously mentioned is 

an essential factor of customer behavior since long waiting time has a negative effect on 

service quality and thus customer satisfaction. The last elements that can be seen as having 

substantial influence on customer experience are social interactions with both employees and 

other customers, which are defined as the direct and indirect interactions customers have with 

employees and other customers during the customer journey (Stein & Ramaseshan, 2016).  
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As seen in the visualizations of the customer journeys using SSTs, customer-customer 

interactions are inevitable and will occur. Employee-customer interactions on the other hand, 

might occur more in some customer journeys than others. McDonald’s and Rekom has some 

touchpoints that require employee-customer interactions, while such interactions are not 

necessarily a part of the customer journey using Shop Express. However, employee-customer 

interactions might still occur at Coop in the form of security checks or if customers need help, 

making touchpoints of such interactions still a relevant part of the element in the customer 

experience. The above elements are considered as the most influential on the customer 

experience as they are more active touchpoints. Communication elements are not considered 

as relevant as they are more passive, and thus the customers are less conscious and not 

directly aware of touchpoints in communication elements.  

 

6.1.1. Atmospheric Elements 

The atmospheric elements are influencing the experience in both physical in-store 

environments and digital channels (Stein & Ramaseshan, 2016). As the SSTs are used as 

digital channels within physical in-store environments, they influence customer experience in 

a dual manner. As identified in section 5.2, the atmospheric elements are most important 

when it comes to enabling the customers to locate the SSTs, which are crucial for the 

experience using the SSTs to happen. The companies can influence this touchpoint through 

service design and the location of the SST within the servicescape, by providing information 

regarding the SST or positioning them so that they are easy to locate for customers. As seen in 

Appendix 2.2, customers were asked whether the SST was easy to locate or receive 

information about in the servicescape. Most customers agreed or strongly agreed to this 

question, with 37,1% answering strongly agree and 37,6% answering agree. Only 18 

customers answered strongly disagree (1,7%) and disagree (2,7%) to this question, which 

leaves 20,9% which answered neither nor. This data shows that the companies are doing a 

good job in making the SSTs easy to locate and receive information about, which has a 

positive influence on customer experience. The atmospheric elements concerning the SSTs as 

digital channels will be further analyzed in relation to the technological elements in the next 

section. 
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6.1.3. Technological Elements 

As previously mentioned, the technological elements are the direct interactions customers 

have with technology. After the implementation of SSTs in the case companies, technological 

touchpoints are created and occur several times during the customer journeys, especially in 

the Shop Express journey where the technological interactions are a constant channel 

throughout the journey. As these new journeys contain several interactions with technology, 

the Technology Acceptance Model is highly relevant which states that perceived usefulness 

influences the customer’s attitude, behavior, and intentions to use a particular technology. 

Whether customers will use technology depends on their beliefs of how useful it is for them 

(Davis, 1989). To understand the influence of the concept ease of use on technology 

acceptance, ease of use is defined as the degree to which the user believes that using the 

technological system is without effort, where “effort” is a resource the user uses in activities 

where they perceive to have a certain degree of response (Davis, 1989). Therefore, a 

technology which is perceived to be easier to use is more likely to be accepted by users 

(Davis, 1989). Still, Davis (1989) argues that users are willing to cope with difficulties in ease 

of use if they perceive the technology as useful, meaning that usefulness is the primary 

influencer of acceptance while ease of use is the secondary. Despite usefulness being the 

primary and ease of use being the secondary in order for customers to accept technology, 

perceived usefulness and ease of use are mutually correlated. Perceived ease of use is a 

cognitive determinant of perceived usefulness, meaning perceived usefulness is influenced by 

ease of use (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000).  

 

When looking at the questionnaire data in Appendix 2.2 regarding the questions concerning 

ease of use and usefulness, the SSTs are mostly perceived as both easy to use and useful. 

However, the SSTs are perceived as easier to use than useful, as 75,6% answered strongly 

agree and agree regarding the SSTs’ ease of use while 59,2% answered the same regarding 

usefulness. This means that for some customers, even though the SSTs are easy to use, they 

are not necessarily perceived as better than the conventional alternative as 18,2% answered 

disagree and strongly disagree towards usefulness, while only 7,6% answered the same 

regarding ease of use. This is supported by 58,5% of customers who state that they prefer the 

conventional alternative over SSTs, which gained 41,5% of the responses (Appendix 2.1). In 

the stages before or in early use, the customers’ perceived ease of use is affected by emotions, 

which according to Venkatesh (2000) is conceptualized as computer anxiety. Related to 

computer anxiety, data from section 2 of the questionnaire indicates the customers’ emotions 
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in the early stages of using the SSTs, by questioning if the respondents find it easy to use 

technological systems in their daily life. 49,1% of the respondents strongly agree to the 

question, 32,2% agree, while only 7,9% disagree/strongly disagree. The findings indicate that 

customers’ emotions influenced by low anxiety are not in high risk of creating possible 

barriers in intensions to use SSTs. As the majority of customer state that the SSTs are easy to 

use, the companies and their technology providers are doing well in designing technologies 

that do not seem to create pain points relating to ease of use for the customers, which was a 

concern for the companies (Appendix 1.1., 44; Appendix 1.2., 154-156; Appendix 1.3., 87-

90). For the SSTs to be accepted and used by the customers, they should be encouraged 

cognitively by informing them regarding the value output related to how the SSTs are capable 

of performing their tasks in a better way and therefore be relevant. Sharing information with 

the customers about the value output and relevance of the SSTs is necessary for the customers 

to gain knowledge that will create a perception of the SSTs as useful. If the advantages of the 

SSTs are not communicated to the customers in a clear way, the customers are less likely to 

understand how useful the technologies will be for them (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000).  

 

6.1.4. Process Elements 

Process elements include all actions or steps a customer must go through to achieve a 

particular outcome (Stein & Ramaseshan, 2016). Through the analysis of the new customer 

journeys when compared to the conventional journeys, two touchpoints which can be 

categorized as process elements are identified as queuing and waiting time. These are 

important touchpoints, as time is valuable for customers in general. Unexpected waiting time 

tend to have a larger influence on customer satisfaction than expected waiting time. For 

example, queuing in front of a cash register can lead to negative emotions from the customers 

towards the shopping experience (Lambert & Lee, 2008). From the analysis of the new 

customer journeys compared to the conventional journeys, it is evident that all three 

companies are able to reduce or eliminate queues through the implementation of SSTs, and 

therefore also reduce waiting time. The importance of waiting time is supported by 

dissonance theory, which states that a customer feels mental discomfort when they experience 

two discordant cognitions. Therefore, waiting time must be justified for the customer to make 

the outcome worth the effort and thus eliminate the discomfort or dissatisfaction (Lambert & 

Lee, 2008). Waiting time can be justified by for example information, so that the customer is 

aware of the waiting time and expects it. Examples of providing information which can 

reduce perceived waiting time are found at both McDonald’s and Rekom.  
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As explained in the customer journey analysis, McDonald’s has a screen located next to the 

cash register where customers can see their order, when it is being processed, and when it is 

ready. Also, the Ordr system used by Rekom has a function where an employee can write a 

message to the customer explaining when the drinks can be expected to be served (Appendix 

1.2., 258-260). That the technologies are able to reduce waiting time and queues is supported 

by the customers, where a total of 62,7% answered strongly agree (35,9%) and agree (26,8%) 

to the question of whether the technologies make them save time (Appendix 2.2). 

 

6.1.5. Social Elements 

The social experience elements come in the form of employee-customer interactions and 

customer-customer interactions. These elements are defined as direct and indirect interactions 

that customers have with both employees and other customers during the customer journey 

(Stein & Ramaseshan, 2016). Data collected from section 1 of the questionnaire towards 

customers indicates that of social interactions that occur in the servicescape, the majority of 

customers (46,4%) state that they interact with employees but only if they need to, while 12% 

state that they interact with employees regardless, 15,5% state that they interact with both 

other customers and employees, and 1,5% that interact with other customers. Furthermore, 

24,6% state that they prefer not to interact with neither employees nor other customers 

(Appendix 2.1).  

 

These data reflect how employee interactions are expected and of importance to most 

customers, which is supported by the 58,5% of customers who prefer the conventional 

journey of paying by the employee-operated cash registers (Appendix 2.1). However, the 

numbers regarding customer preferences when it comes to using SSTs or the conventional 

method might be different in reality, as the choice to use an SST or not depends on the social 

context in which it exists. For example, a customer who usually prefers to use the 

conventional method in a supermarket, might still prefer the self-service check-out if the 

conventional check-outs have long queues. Still, through the customer journey analysis in 

section 5.2, it is evident that employee-customer interactions will occur, thus they influence 

customer experience (Appendix 2.1).  
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The data also reflect that interactions with other customers are of little interest or value to the 

customers, as only 1,5% state that they interact with other customers. Although customers 

have little interest in interacting with other customers, customer-customer interactions still 

influence customer experience as the presence of other customers is unavoidable. This relates 

to crowding, as both the perceived crowding and actual customer density within the 

servicescape influence satisfaction level and the experience, where especially perceived 

crowding tends to have a negative influence (Turley & Milliman, 2000). Therefore, 

companies should seek to influence the experience indirectly by designing a physical in-store 

layout where customers feel that they can go through the various touchpoints without being 

affected by other customers. 

 

6.2. In-Store Customer Experience Model (ISCX) 

Bustamante and Rubio (2017) developed a model which they propose is able to measure in-

store customer experience. The idea behind the proposed model was that customer experience 

is a direct result of customer responses to in-store stimuli, and that these stimuli are divided 

into four components: cognitive, affective, social, and physical whereas the social component 

is further divided between interactions with other customers and interactions with employees. 

The ISCX model was developed with the aim of being used as a tool in creating store 

environments as experiential value creators for the customers (Bustamante & Rubio, 2017). 

This analysis is based on the data collected in section 3 of the questionnaire towards 

customers (Appendix 2.3) where the aim was to utilize this construction of the ISCX in order 

to measure the general in-store customer experience with the three technologies in this 

research. However, as mentioned earlier, due to encountered difficulties regarding the use of 

R Studio, this research will not conduct structural equation modeling and thereby not be able 

to indicate how the different constructs relate to each other and measure customer experience. 

Instead, this research will analyze the raw data from section 3 of the questionnaire by looking 

into the individual items of the ISCX scale and the results thereof, which is argued to still 

provide insights into how the different components influence customer experience. The two 

social components customer-customer interaction and employee-customer interaction have 

been separated due to the difference in the form of interactions, as the companies are able to 

influence employees and their level of service quality.  
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6.2.1. The Cognitive Component 

The first component in the ISCX scale concerns the customer’s responses to cognitive 

experience types. Cognition is understood as the result of processes that transform a person’s 

interactions into thoughts. The customer’s thinking becomes involved with several 

touchpoints, such as products or services, the servicescape, and SSTs. The cognitive 

component is thus understood as the capability of stimuli to make customers think and reflect, 

arouse curiosity, awaken creativity, inspire, and provide learning through mental activity 

(Bustamante & Rubio, 2017). Cognition is relevant for the customer’s ability to process 

information through perception and gained knowledge based on subjectivity. Therefore, 

cognition is relevant for customer experience by creating thoughts of the perceived services 

which then results in affective reactions (Bustamante & Rubio, 2017). The answers to the 

questions related to the cognitive items in section 3 of the questionnaire show that the 

majority of customers answered neither nor to all of the questions. Besides the answers of 

neither nor, the questions of whether the customers felt interested and if they were taught 

something new are the only questions who show more positive responses than negative 

responses amongst the customers. 30,9% of customers answered agree and strongly agree to 

the question of whether they felt interested, while 39,8% of customers answered strongly 

agree and agree to the question of whether they were taught something new. The rest of the 

questions show a more negative attitude amongst customers, as 47% disagrees and strongly 

disagrees to whether the SSTs gave them ideas, 41,3% answered disagree and strongly 

disagree to whether the SSTs raised curiosity, 51,1% disagrees and strongly disagrees to 

whether the SSTs woke their creativity, and 49,1% who disagrees and strongly disagrees to 

whether they found the SSTs inspiring (Appendix 2.2). These responses indicate that the 

customers show slight interest in the various SSTs, which is assumed to be the reason for 

attracting customers to use the SSTs in the first place. Although customers show interest in 

the SSTs, they are not successful in providing ideas for the customers, which affects the 

experience and might prevent the interest from being ongoing. This assumption is based on 

the possibility of the interest to be a cause for first use of the SSTs, but without creating new 

ideas in the customer’s mind, the interest to further use the SSTs might decrease. Cognitive 

stimuli should affect new beliefs and expectations and be memorable in the customer’s mind 

in order to keep them interested (Bustamante & Rubio, 2017).  
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6.2.2. The Affective Component 

The affective component comprises the customer’s feelings, moods, and emotions, where 

these responses can vary in intensity, from slightly positive or negative moods to intense 

positive or negative emotions. The customer’s emotions indicate a mental state that is a result 

of the cognitive evaluation, or the evaluation of thoughts that emerge from interactions during 

the customer journey. Emotions are one of the most reliable and valuable predictors of 

customer behavior, as they influence information processing, measure response to marketing 

stimuli, reveal consumer well-being, and affect customer behavior (Bustamante & Rubio, 

2017).  

 

The answers to the questions related to the affective items in section 3 of the questionnaire 

show that the majority of customers show satisfaction regarding the SSTs, as 31,4% agrees 

and 14,7% strongly agrees to feel satisfaction. The answers to this question vary more than 

the questions regarding whether the customers felt in a good mood, optimistic, enthusiastic, 

surprised, and excited, where most of the customers answered neither nor (41,5%, 45,5%, 

40,5%, 43,5% and 38,8%) (Appendix 2.2). These responses indicate that for most customers 

the use of the SSTs does not cause negative feelings but neither highly positive emotions, 

which creates alignment between the higher number of customers who agree to feel satisfied 

(46,1%) and the lower number of customers who agree to feel enthusiastic (19,5%) and 

excited (17,7%). Although the experience is positive and seems satisfying for the majority of 

the customers, for the customers who experience negative emotions, the overall experience is 

affected in a negative way as one negative emotion develops further negativity in the 

customer’s state of mind. Thus, the negative emotions are viewed as affecting the satisfaction 

level in a higher degree than the positive emotions. In conclusion, emotions and the 

customer’s state of mind seem to have a significant influence on the customer experience, 

especially for customers who have a negative perception of the interactions. 
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6.2.3. The Social Component 

The social component is based on the quality and intensity of the relationships that emerge 

between the customer and other people who interact in a social environment, where the 

interactions between members of the social environment are classified into two groups: 

customer-customer interactions and employee-customer interactions. The influence of social 

components on customer experience relates to the paradigm of the service-dominant logic, 

which views experience as individual, subjective, event-specific, and context-specific. Thus, 

experience is co-created with other people in social contexts. Restaurants, bars, and 

supermarkets can be seen as social contexts where the customer perceives, interprets, and 

interacts with different components of the service to engage in individual and collective 

processes (Bustamante & Rubio, 2017).  

 

6.2.3.1. Customer Interaction 

According to Bustamante and Rubio (2017, p. 891), customer-customer interaction is defined 

as ranging from giving and receiving advice and opinions to customer-customer engagement 

through interaction. The answers to the questions related to customer-customer interactions in 

section 3 of the questionnaire indicate that direct interactions with other customers rarely 

occur. When asked if they have conversations with other customers during the visit to the 

restaurant/bar/store, only 22,1% answered agree/strongly agree while 53,9% answered 

disagree/strongly disagree and the remaining 24,1% answered neither nor. Furthermore, when 

asked whether they ask other customers for advice and help, only 5,7% answered 

agree/strongly agree, 79,1% answered disagree/strongly disagree while the remaining 15,2% 

answered neither nor. These responses indicate that customer have little interest in direct 

social interactions with other customers, meaning that customer-customer interactions based 

on the definition by Bustamante and Rubio (2017) is indicated to have little influence on the 

customer experience of the SSTs in this research. However, this definition does not include 

indirect customer-customer interactions which as previously mentioned in section 6.1 can still 

influence customer experience in the form of perceived crowding. Thus, the influence of 

customer interactions on customer experience could be higher in reality.  
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6.2.3.2. Employee Interaction 

The definition of employee-customer interactions is that customers are receiving advice and 

support or are sharing opinions with employees (Bustamante & Rubio, 2017). Thus, 

interactions between customers and employees influence the customer experience, whether it 

is in the form of the customer requesting help or advice regarding a specific problem, casual 

small talk, customer complaints, or customers giving credit. The responses to the questions 

regarding employee interactions are the most positive out of all of the components in section 3 

of the questionnaire. In the first question of whether customers have conversations with 

employees, 42,5% answered agree/strongly agree, 25,1% answered disagree/strongly 

disagree, while 32,4% answered neither nor. When asked if they receive advice and help from 

employees, 58,2% answered agree/strongly agree, 16,5% answered disagree/strongly 

disagree, and the remaining 25,3% answered neither nor. Furthermore, 65,8% of customers 

agree/strongly agree to whether they express to employees when they experience satisfaction, 

11,6% disagree/strongly disagree, while 22,6% answered neither nor. The opposite question, 

whether customers express to employees when they experience dissatisfaction, 38,9% 

agree/strongly agree, 34,2% disagree/strongly disagree, and 27% neither agrees nor disagrees 

(Appendix 2.3).  

 

The high number of respondents on the agreeing part of the scale indicates that the majority of 

customers are interested in interacting with employees, and that such interactions are highly 

likely to occur during the customer journey. The question regarding if customers engage in 

conversations with employees also gained a lot of responses in neither nor, which could be a 

reflection of section 2.1 of the questionnaire, where the majority of customers state that they 

do interact with employees, but only if they have a particular need for it. Overall, the 

responses regarding employee-customer interactions were significantly more positive than the 

responses regarding customer-customer interactions, which indicates that interactions with 

employees have a higher influence on the customer experience than interactions with other 

customers. This is also supported by the findings in section 6.1.   
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6.2.4. The Physical Component 

The physical component refers to the customer’s physiological responses in the customer’s 

interaction with the environment. The physiological responses can be described as a state of 

well-being and comfort or lack of well-being and discomfort. The physical responses of 

customers can also affect their emotions, beliefs, or expectations towards the physical 

environment and towards other people who interact there (Bustamante & Rubio, 2017).  

 

The questions related to physical stimuli in section 3 of the questionnaire all have a high 

response rate in “neither nor”. As physiological reactions are likely to appear during the 

experience, it is possible that the high response rate in “neither nor” can be explained by the 

timespan between when the experience occurred and when the customer answered the 

questionnaire, as these physiological reactions are not necessarily as memorable in the mind 

of the customer unless they are related to other stimuli components that influenced the 

customer’s emotions or thoughts. This concerns customers of Rekom in particular, as most 

bars/nightclubs have been closed since fall of 2020. Besides the high response rate in “neither 

nor”, the question regarding if customers felt comfortable gained the most positive responses 

with 36,6% who answered agree and strongly agree, while 30,7% answered disagree and 

strongly disagree. The rest of the questions refers to the reactions relaxed, energetic, and 

vitality which is not likely to refer to an opposite feeling in responses related to disagreeing. 

30,5% agrees and strongly agrees to feeling relaxed, while 27% disagrees and strongly 

disagrees. 10,3% agrees and strongly agrees to energetic, while 42,5% disagrees and strongly 

disagrees. To vitality, 18,2% agrees and strongly agrees, while 37,3% answered disagree and 

strongly disagree. These responses indicate that for the majority of customers, the physical 

reactions do not indicate high levels of excitement or a positive sense of well-being, but 

neither do the experience result in high levels of discomfort or stress.  

 

It is acknowledged that since this research was not able to utilize the ISCX scale to its full 

potential and measure customer experience due to problems with the analysis software, the 

influence of each component on the customer experience are only indications based on the 

raw data and thus not valid results. However, from the analysis of the different components, it 

is indicated that employee-customer interactions might have the most influence, as the 

responses to the questions in this component were the most positive out of all the components 

in the questionnaire, which is supported by the previous findings in section 6.1.    
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7. Findings 3 – Value Output 

As shown in Figure 1, Same and Larimo (2012) created a conceptual model of experience 

marketing, which argues that the customer experience and value co-creation are the main 

sources of value for all stakeholders involved, which can be divided between value to 

company, value to customers, and value to society. As previously mentioned, this study will 

not analyze the outcome of experience concerning value to society, as some of the presented 

technologies are reasonably new concepts and therefore have insufficient data concerning the 

impact on the broader society. Instead, this study will in addition to value to company and 

value to customers, also analyze the value to employees. The analysis is based on the semi-

structured interviews with each case company and will be supported by the quantitative data 

from the questionnaires.  

 

7.1. Value to Company 

The data collected through the semi-structured interviews with each case company indicates 

that the main value the SSTs provides is increased efficiency of the customer journey 

(Appendix 1.1, 22-23; Appendix 1.2, 226-227; Appendix 1.3, 37-42). The SSTs enable the 

companies to increase their efficiency as the customers themselves become active participants 

of the experience which also make customers feel engaged in the process (Bustamante & 

Rubio, 2017). As this happens, the employees spend less time in the cashiers which gives 

them more time to perform other necessary tasks. This is supported by 91,6% of employees 

who state that they agree and strongly agree to the question of whether the SSTs enables them 

to save time, and further supported by 79,8% of employees who state that they agree and 

strongly agree to the question of whether the SSTs enable them to be more productive 

(Appendix 3.2). The increased efficiency of the customer journey and the flow of customers is 

also a result of the reduction of queues, which is shown in the visualizations of the customer 

journeys in section 5.2. This is supported by 62,7% of customers who state that they agree and 

strongly agree to the question of whether the SST enables them to save time (Appendix 2.2). 

Increased efficiency and flow of customers is thereby viewed as co-creation of value for both 

the companies and the customers, which according to Coop is a win-win situation (Appendix 

1.3, 144-146).  
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Previous research has shown that the most prominent reason for companies to implement 

SSTs is to increase value through cost reduction, which is usually done through the reduction 

of labor costs (Bitner et al., 2000). The case companies in this study all state the contrary, that 

instead of reducing costs by reducing the number of employees, they argue that employee 

retention has a positive effect on their value creation (Appendix 1.1, 60-66; Appendix 1.2, 

189-190; Appendix 1.3, 111-116). Verhoef et al. (2009) suggests that implementing SSTs to 

reduce labor costs might result in employees who are afraid of losing their job and thereby 

result in lower morale and satisfaction. The employees show little fear of losing their job due 

to the technology, as 79,8% state that they agree and strongly agree to not being afraid of job 

loss, while only 7,6% answered disagree and strongly disagree. This is further supported by 

91,2% who agree and strongly agree to the question of whether they are satisfied with the 

technology (Appendix 3.2). 

 

7.2. Value to Employees 

As the employees spend less time in the cashiers and more time in the store/venue, one key 

value for employees according to the companies is more variety in their work tasks (Appendix 

1.1, 69-70; Appendix 1.2, 262-263; Appendix 1.3, 168-174). Increased variety in work tasks 

has also a positive effect on the employees’ health, which according to Coop helps the 

employees in terms of ergonomics, where Coop has seen fewer work injuries such as tendon 

injuries as a result of enabling the employees to move around more and spend less time sitting 

down in the cashiers and scan groceries (Appendix 1.3, 42-44, 168-170). When asked if the 

technologies give them more varied workdays, 53,8% of employees answered strongly agree 

and agree, 21,8% answered disagree and strongly disagree, while 24,4% answered neither nor. 

While the majority of employees agree to the statement, the percentage of employees at the 

disagreeing part of the scale means that for some employees, the SSTs are not providing them 

with more variety in their work. Still, the SSTs might have improved their variety of work 

tasks subconsciously, since most of the employees have worked in the companies for less than 

three years (Appendix 3.1) and therefore might have been employed after the SSTs were 

implemented. Thus, the employees may have not experienced working without the SSTs, and 

therefore not aware of any changes to their work situation. However, the majority of 

employees on the agreeing part of the scale supports the statement of improved variety in 

work tasks.  
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As the employees are also faced with these new technologies on a daily basis, technology 

acceptance is relevant as their attitudes towards the technologies can influence their 

satisfaction level, which in turn can affect the level of service quality towards the customers. 

Venkatesh and Bala (2008) suggests various company interventions which can help the 

employees adopt new technology, such as training, organizational support, and peer support. 

In terms of training, some of the case companies have focused more on training interventions 

than others. Both McDonald’s and Coop explains that they have extensive training of their 

employees, both in terms of using the technology and other work tasks (Appendix 1.1, 72-73; 

Appendix 1.3, 120-131), while Rekom explains that their employee training could be better, 

but that it has not been perceived as necessary due to the technology’s user friendliness 

(Appendix 1.2, 203-213). Coop also explains that during training, each employee is provided 

with their own mentor to rely on for help, which can be viewed as organizational support 

(Appendix 1.3, 128-130). When asked if they had received sufficient training regarding the 

use of the SSTs, 74% of employees answered agree and strongly agree, 8,4% answered 

disagree and strongly disagree, while 17,6% answered neither nor. Thus, the data seems to 

reflect the statements made by the company representatives.  

Peer support refers to the various activities and/or functions performed by coworkers that 

could assist an employee in how to use a new system effectively (Venkatesh & Bala, 2008). 

When asked if they receive sufficient support from their coworkers when help is needed, 

89,9% of employees answered agree and strongly agree, 1,7% answered strongly disagree, 

while the remaining 8,4% answered neither nor. The high percentage on the agreeing part of 

the scale supports that employees receive support from their coworkers, which has a positive 

effect on technology acceptance. This is reflected by the questions regarding ease of use and 

usefulness, as 88,3% of employees agree and strongly agree to the SST being easy to use, 

while 85,7% answered agree and strongly agree to the SST being useful. From this data, it is 

evident that the companies’ interventions have a positive effect on technology acceptance, 

which is also further supported by the high number of employees who are satisfied with the 

SSTs.  
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Another source of satisfaction amongst employees regarding SSTs is argued by Di Pietro et 

al. (2014) to be that SSTs increase job performance, which results in benefits for the quality 

of the final service. When asked if the SSTs increase their job performance, 66,6% of 

employees answered agree and strongly agree, 6,7% answered disagree and strongly disagree, 

while the remaining 26,9% answered neither nor. The majority of employees on the agreeing 

part of the scale supports the argument that SSTs increase job performance, which in turn has 

a positive influence on employee satisfaction and service quality.  

 

7.3. Value to Customers 

As the SSTs enables employees to spend less time in the cashiers and increase their job 

performance, Di Pietro et al. (2014) argues that the SST effect on job performance further 

increases service quality. The perception of improved service quality is also evident amongst 

the case company representatives (Appendix 1.1, 62-66; Appendix 1.2, 96-97; Appendix 1.3, 

104-109). That SSTs enable improved service quality is supported by 74% of the employees 

who strongly agree and agree to this question.  

 

Besides the reduction of queues and waiting time, each company explains that the SSTs have 

other benefits which provides value to the customers. For McDonald’s, other sources of value 

to the customers include a better overview of products, product offers through the app, and 

improved product quality. In the touch screen menu, customers are able to see all available 

products divided into different product categories, such as burgers, sides, drinks etc. 

(Appendix 1.1, 50-53). Through the McDonald’s app, customers can generate special offers 

over time, which can be used in the order and accessed by scanning a QR-code on the app 

(Appendix 1.1, 37-38). Lastly, the SST has eliminated prefabricated food, which means that 

the food is prepared only after the order has been confirmed, resulting in better food quality 

for the customers and reduced food waste (Appendix 1.1, 76-84).  

 

For Rekom, other sources of value to the customers include a better overview of products and 

a better assortment of products. In the Ordr system, customers get a better overview of the 

products available at each bar, as well as the different prices for the products (Appendix 1.2, 

242-244). Before the implementation of the SST, information regarding the product 

assortment was based on what the customer could see displayed in the bar or suggestions 

made by the bartender. In the Ordr system, products are sorted into categories making it easier 
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for customer to obtain information regarding the assortment of products. The Ordr system 

also provides useful data for the bars such as which products are being sold the most, which 

makes decision making easier in terms of which products to keep in stock in which products 

are less desirable. This also reduces the risk of buying too much of a less popular product, 

which reduces waste. 

 

For Coop, other sources of value to the customers include specialized product offers and 

improved availability and assortment of products. By using Shop Express, customers gain 

access to special product offers and discounts on products that are unavailable for normal 

customers (Appendix 1.3, 156-159). Also, as Shop Express enables employees to spend less 

time in the cashiers, they have more time to spend in the warehouse filling up groceries. 

Filling up groceries in the warehouse was previously performed by the suppliers (Appendix 

1.3, 101-102), but since 2018, Coop has taken over this task themselves which reduces cost 

while also providing value to the customers as the shelves are being refilled continuously, and 

customers can rely on being able to find the products they are looking for (Appendix 1.3, 149-

151).  

 

Overall, the implementation of SSTs supports value co-creation between all stakeholders 

involved, namely the companies, its employees, and the customers. Enabling customers to 

become active participants in the experience increases efficiency and the flow of customers by 

reducing queues, while employees become more productive as the SSTs increases their job 

performance and gives them time to perform other necessary tasks, which provides them with 

more variety in their work. Interventions by the companies such as training, and peer support 

provided by coworkers, lead to the technologies being accepted by the employees as they are 

perceived as both easy to use and useful. The employees show high levels of satisfaction 

towards the technologies, and by spending less time in the cashiers and more time on the 

floor, the employees are able to provide better service to the customers. Thus, the SSTs have a 

positive influence on the employees’ satisfaction and service quality, which in turn is 

suggested to have a positive influence on customer experience.   
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8. Discussion 

Although the SSTs in this research have proven to have several benefits for the customers 

such as reduction of queues, improved overview of products, specialized product offers, and 

are perceived as easy to use, the SSTs are not perceived as better than the conventional 

alternative as the majority of customers state to prefer to use the conventional alternative over 

the self-service technologies. Research by Lee and Yang (2013) argues that technology 

anxiety, need for human interaction, and age are moderating effects on the relationship 

between SST service quality and retail patronage, thus high levels of computer anxiety, high 

need for human interactions, and age affect the intensions to use SSTs.  

 

As previously identified in section 6.1, the customers show low levels of computer anxiety as 

only 7,9% disagrees and strongly disagrees to whether they find it easy to use technological 

solutions in their daily life. Thus, technology anxiety is argued to not be a reason to why most 

customers prefer the conventional alternative. Need for interaction is defined as the 

importance of interpersonal contact to the consumer during a service delivery (Lee & Yang, 

2013), p. 53). If customers have great need for interactions with employees, they tend to be 

less intrinsically motivated to use self-service technologies (Lee & Yang, 2013). The findings 

in section 6 indicate that the majority of customers 58,4% state to have some form of 

interaction with employees, both when they have a particular need (46,4%) and in general 

(12%). As interactions with employees are more likely to occur during the conventional 

customer journey as some of the employee interactions are replaced with technology in the 

SST customer journey, the need for interaction could be a factor in explaining why most of 

the respondents prefer the conventional alternative. Lastly, age is also a factor which could 

explain why the majority of respondents prefer the conventional alternative. According to Lee 

and Yang (2013), customers of older age have a tendency to feel like they are not competent 

to learn new things and are more likely to prefer what is familiar to them. Customers of older 

age also tend to enjoy social interactions with other people in physical store environments. As 

seen in Appendix 2.1, the majority of customers in this research are over the age of 56 

(46,9%) while only 6,4% of customers were between the age of 18-25. It is possible that the 

number of customers who prefer SSTs would have been higher if there had been more 

respondents in the lower age groups.  
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Another discussion point is whether the customers who stated to have used Shop Express 

might have been confused by the difference between Shop Express and Scan & Betal, who 

both are SSTs implemented by Coop. The difference between the two is that with Scan & 

Betal, the customer does not scan the groceries as they are picked up, but instead scans all the 

products in the Scan & Betal cashier, pays for them and then packs the groceries in the normal 

way. There is a possibility that some respondents have mistaken Shop Express for Scan & 

Betal, especially since the two SSTs use the same cashiers (Appendix 1.3, 50-55). This 

possible differentiation mistake affects the validity of the data, as the customer experience 

from using Shop Express can be quite different from Scan & Betal. For example, when using 

Scan & Betal, the customers can not scan the groceries and pack them as they are picked up, 

instead they are only able to do this as they approach the cashier. If the customer is buying a 

lot of groceries, using Scan & Betal might not be as time saving for them, which is the clear 

advantage of using Shop Express (Appendix 1.3, 33-36). The advantage of Scan & Betal is 

that if the customer only wants to buy a few items, scanning the items in the cashier can be 

done quickly. Therefore, when shopping in larger quantities, Scan & Betal might not be 

perceived as useful as Shop Express since it is quite similar to the conventional alternative, 

and the customers might prefer to have an employee scan all their groceries instead of doing it 

themselves. However, as the questionnaire was completed by 170 customers who state to have 

used Shop Express, it is likely that the majority of these respondents are aware of the 

differentiation between the two SSTs. 

 

8.1. Managerial Implications 

The findings of this study suggests that if managers are considering implementing SSTs to 

reduce costs through the reduction of labor costs, they should consider the effect of this 

decision on the remaining employees. It is suggested that if companies reduce their costs by 

reducing their staff, fear of job loss could rise amongst the remaining employees, which can 

influence their satisfaction level with consequences for the quality of the final service. The 

employee respondents in this research show low levels of fear of job loss, highly positive 

attitudes towards the SSTs, and agree to gaining improved service quality, which supports this 

argument. However, as none of these case companies had reduced their number of employees, 

further research of the effect of labor reduction on employee satisfaction is suggested. Instead 

of reducing labor costs, SSTs can enable employee resources to be used more effectively in 

other areas of the business, which can be a source of value creation for companies.  
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The findings also indicate that SSTs enable employees to perform other necessary tasks and 

are able to spend more time on the floor, which gives them more variance in their work rather 

than spending most of the time in the cashiers. However, these advantages for the employees 

are only possible if customers become active participants in the experience by using the self-

service technologies. The findings show that most customers still prefer to use the 

conventional alternative even though the technologies are easy to use, which limits the 

possible co-creation of value between the customers, the employees, and the companies. 

Thus, customers seem to not be convinced of the usefulness of the SSTs and the advantages of 

using them. Therefore, it is suggested that managers should be aware of the importance of 

encouraging customers cognitively by informing them regarding the value output related to 

how the SSTs are capable of performing their tasks in a better way and therefore be relevant. 

Sharing information with the customers about the value output and relevance of the SSTs is 

necessary for the customers to gain knowledge that will create a perception of the SSTs as 

useful. Therefore, clear communication between companies and customers regarding the 

advantages of the SSTs could increase the customers’ understanding of how useful the 

technologies can be for them, resulting in more customers who adopt the technologies.  

 

8.2. Limitations 

The first limitation of this research is that it is conducted by a single researcher. This is seen 

as a limitation, since having more than one researcher creates inter-rater consistency, meaning 

that the researchers can discuss between one another and agree on what they observe 

(Bryman, 2016). As this research only has one researcher, the interpretation of the data is 

solely based on the single researcher’s point of view which affects the internal reliability of 

the research. A reason to why this research has been conducted by a single researcher is due 

to problems with finding other researchers who were interested in writing about the topic at 

hand. Another reason is the possible effect of Covid-19 on the quality of the collaboration 

between researchers. This is due to the possibility of not being able to write the majority of 

the thesis together in the same location due to social distancing, which could affect ability to 

discuss the subjects in the same way as during normal circumstances.  
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Another limitation of being a single researcher is that it limited the amount of data collected 

for the research. For example, the research could be extended to include more qualitative 

methods, such as focus group interviews with employees to obtain further insights into how 

the SSTs have influenced them, and to find sources of satisfaction/dissatisfaction regarding 

the SSTs among the employees. However, as the research is conducted by a single researcher 

the research is limited in terms of having sufficient resources to conduct more collection of 

data. The decision to not attempt to collect more qualitative data was also influenced by 

Covid-19, as there was a risk of not being able to physically gather respondents together in a 

focus group interview. A focus group interview could have been conducted online through 

Microsoft Teams or similar platforms, but again the resources to conduct this method of data 

collection was limited. Instead, the research mostly relies on quantitative data, which provides 

a more holistic overview. Furthermore, the research experiences some limitations in regards 

to literature, due to the limited amount of written material on the subject of self-service 

technologies and their impact on customer experience and employees. Hence, the research has 

been dependent on primary data, the raw collected data, to conclude upon. The main 

limitation of this research is the inability to conduct a structural equation model (SEM) due to 

problems with the analysis software and was therefore not able to measure the influence of the 

SSTs on customer experience. Thus, the results of the analysis are only indications and 

therefore less reliable.  
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9. Conclusion 

From the data analysis, the research results in findings which concludes that when companies 

implement SSTs, the customer journey is changed when compared to the conventional 

alternative. New touchpoints between the customers and the companies are created, while 

existing touchpoints are transformed. The SSTs create a different journey during the purchase 

stage resulting in a different experience for the customers, as they become active participants 

in their experience by using the technologies as tools to perform tasks on their own.  

 

By enabling customers to actively take part in the experience and perform tasks without the 

assistance of employees, the efficiency and flow of customers is improved through the 

reduction of queues, while employees spend less time in the cashiers and more time on the 

floor which provides them with more variance in work tasks and improves their job 

performance. Even though the technologies replace certain tasks previously performed by the 

employees and some customer interactions with employees are replaced by technology 

interactions, employee-customer interactions are still likely to occur during the customer 

journey as employees spend more time on the floor. Employees show high levels of 

satisfaction towards the SSTs and have also more time to provide better service to the 

customers in situations where customers need help or advice. Thus, it is argued that the SSTs 

have a positive influence on employee satisfaction and the quality of the personal service, 

which in turn has a positive influence on customer experience.  

 

Even though the SSTs have several benefits for the customers such as improved product 

quality, product overview and assortment, and are able to save them time through the 

reduction of queues, the findings indicate that customers might not be fully aware of these 

benefits, as the majority of customers still prefer to use the conventional alternative. The 

technologies are perceived as easy to use and do not seem to be a barrier for customers as the 

majority of customers also find it easy to use technology in daily life situations. However, the 

SSTs are perceived as less useful than easy to use. Thus, for customers to adopt the 

technologies, they must be perceived as useful and better than the conventional alternative. If 

more customers adopt the SSTs, it will enable value co-creation between all stakeholders 

involved.   
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10. Future Research 

Future research related to this study is suggested to include more qualitative research methods 

to gain deeper insights into the effect of implementing SSTs in an employee perspective. As 

previously mentioned in this study, one source of employee satisfaction regarding SSTs is that 

SSTs increase job performance. It is suggested that future research should explore other 

sources of satisfaction/dissatisfaction among employees in relation to the use of various SSTs.  

 

Another field of interest in relation to this study is to further explore companies who have 

implemented SSTs to reduce labor costs and its influence on employee satisfaction. None of 

the case companies in this study has implemented their SSTs in order to reduce their number 

of employees as a way of reducing costs, therefore further analysis to explore the effect of 

fear of job loss on employee satisfaction was not possible. Thus, future research is suggested 

to explore the impact of labor reduction due to implementation of SSTs on employees, and 

how this possible fear of job loss influences employee satisfaction and customer experience. 

Furthermore, as this research was not able to fully utilize the In-Store Customer Experience 

model by Bustamante and Rubio (2017), the relationship between customer experience and 

use of different SSTs in various industries should be further explored.   
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